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1 Introduction
contributed by C. Keppel.
The year 2013 was one of transition to making the 12 GeV upgrade to the Continuous Electron Beam
Accelerator Facility a reality, and anticipation of seeing the first beam to an experiment back in Hall A in
2014. The year has been dedicated largely to preparing for two experiments: E12-06-114, a measurement of
deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS), and E12-07-108, a measurement of the proton magnetic form
factor GpM . These two experiments will be the first to receive beam in the 12 GeV era. Preparations for E12-
07-108 and E12-06-114 have involved significant detector upgrades to both HRSs, a hydrogen target with an
improved cell design, and other complimentary equipment. The DVCS collaboration has been hard at work
preparing the stand-alone calorimeter necessary to their experiment. Requisite hall beamline modifications
for the higher energy beam have included the Moller and Compton polarimeters, higher field mapping of the
Hall A arc, a new raster system, and also reviving the Unser and BCMs for precision charge measurement.
The 12 GeV scientific plans for the hall consist of many compelling experiments to utilize the standard
Hall A equipment, some with slight modifications, in conjunction with the higher energy beam. Two require a
3H target, one to measure the Fn2 / F
p
2 structure function ratio at large x, and one to continue the successful
Hall A studies of short range correlation phenomena. This target and associated systems are in design
currently for a run after the E12-07-108 and E12-06-114 experiments. Beyond experiments that will utilize
the standard Hall A equipment are ambitious plans involving multiple new experiment installations.
This year brought construction commencement of one of these larger scale installation experiments, the
Super Bigbite Spectrometer (SBS) program. The SBS project consists of a set of three form factor experi-
ments centered around somewhat common equipment and new experimental capabilities. First activities to
begin this program have included re-design of a magnet from the Brookhaven National Laboratory, delivered
this year to JLab, the successful completion of pre-research and development of GEM tracking detectors,
and a host of scientific development activities including detector construction projects such as prototyping
a standalone hadron calorimeter, data acquisition upgrades, and refined physics projections. Work has con-
tinued effectively as well on many other fronts, including infrastructure improvements in data acquisition,
offline analysis, and core hall capabilities. Technical preparations are underway for planned experiments
such as PREX-II, APEX, An1 and others. A new experiment, CREX, was approved to measure the neutron
radius of 48Ca.
Moreover, there has been active engagement in analyses of past experiments. Here, twelve new publica-
tions related to Hall A experiments were authored by members of the Hall A collaboration, and two new Hall
A related doctoral theses were successfully defended. Excitingly, the first APS Topical Group on Hadron
Physics Dissertation Award was given in 2013 to Dr. Jin Huang, whose dissertation research was on a Hall
A measurement of double spin asymmetries in charged pion production from a transversely polarized 3He
target.
In all, this has been a year of achievements coupled with anticipation and diligent preparations. It is a joy
and a privilege to work with the Hall A staff and user community, and I am looking forward to successfully
entering into the 12 GeV era together. Please accept my many, many thanks to you all for your expert,
industrious, innovative contributions to the hall. I look forward to welcoming the higher energy beam into
Hall A with you!
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2 General Hall Developments
2.1 Status of the Hall A Møller Polarimeter DAQ
1O. Glamazdin, 2E. Chudakov, 2J. Gomez, 1R. Pomatsalyuk, 1V. Vereshchaka
1National Science Center Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology, Kharkov 61108, Ukraine
2Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA23606, USA
2.1.1 Møller polarimeter
The Hall A Møller polarimeter is used to measure a beam polarization for Hall A experiments with polarized
electron beam. The polarimeter consists of polarized electrons target, a magnetic spectrometer and a detector
(see Fig. 1). Møller electrons appear as a result of a polarized electron beam scattering on a polarized electron
target. Scattered Møller electrons are analyzed by the magnetic spectrometer. The spectrometer consists of
four quadrupole (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) and one dipole magnets. Scattered electrons are focused by the quadrupole
magnets in the horizontal plane at the entrance gap of the dipole magnet. The dipole magnet deflects Møller
electrons down to detector.
Figure 1: Layout of the Hall A Møller polarimeter. a) side view, b) top view.
The electron detector consists of two total absorption calorimeters, which allow to detect Møller events
in coincidences. Each calorimeter has four channels. There is a four channels aperture detector made of
plastic scintillator attached to the face panel of each calorimeter. The typical rate of the detector during
measurements is 100 - 200 kHz in one arm and 50 kHz in coincidences. The event rate in the coincidence
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mode for different signs of the electron beam polarization and known values of the target polarization and
the detector analyzing power allow to calculate the measured polarization of the electron beam.
The Hall A Møller polarimeter has been upgraded in accordance with the CEBAF upgrade plan to the
beam energy range 1÷ 11 GeV. Description and status of the Moøller polarimeter after the upgrade can be
found in [1].
The Hall A Møller polarimeter has two data acquisition and processing systems:
• Old system is based on CAMAC, VME, NIM modules;
• New system is based on VME module flash-ADC F-250 designed in Jefferson Lab.
Both DAQs are used simultaneously to measure the electron beam polarization. The old DAQ, in
operation since 1998, is fully functional but may not be repairable in case of malfunction, as the system
modules are not in stock and are not manufactured anymore. The new DAQ based on flash-ADC, which
is in operation since 2010, is more precise and provides more detailed data analysis. However, it currently
requires more careful adjustment and further improvement.
2.1.2 The old DAQ
The old system is fully functional for both (”high magnetic field” and ”low magnetic field”) polarimeter
targets. It is time-tested and well-studied. However, it has a low event recording speed, the system modules
occupy several crates, and there is a large number of inter-unit connections and cables which reduces the
system reliability. Moreover, some system modules went out of production and are not replaceable in case
of malfunction. The old DAQ layout is shown in Fig. 2. The CODA system remotely controls the data
acquisition system and data recording from the Møller polarimeter [2].
Figure 2: Scheme of the old Møller DAQ. 8LG - signals of 8 blocks (calorimeter), ADC - analog to digital
converter, ΣL - sum of 4 left blocks (left calorimeter), ΣR - sum of 4 right blocks, ΣLR - sum of 8 calorimeter
blocks, ApL - signal from left aperture counter, ApR - signal from right aperture counter, DCR - discrimi-
nator, DL - delay lines, TDC time to digital converter, PLU - programmable logic unit, H+, H- -signals of
”+” and ”-” helicity, SCl - scalers, DPS - data processing system.
A few electronic modules of the old DAQ were replaced with more modern ones with higher bandwidth.
The main goals of the upgrade are:
• To replace programmable logic module (PLM) which is no longer available;
• To increase bandwidth (up to 200 MHz);
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• To decrease readout time from ADC and TDC modules;
• To decrease the number of crates required for the DAQ and to eliminate CAMAC as an outdated and
slow standard.
The list of replaced modules is:
• To increase bandwidth:
1. PLM LeCroy-2365 (frequency<75 MHz, crate CAMAC) was replaced with PLU based on CAEN
V1495 (frequency 200 MHz, crate VME) (see Fig.3);
2. Discriminator Ortec-TD8000 (frequency<150 MHz, crate CAMAC) was replaced with discrimi-
nator P/S 708 (frequency <300 MHz, crate NIM).
• To reduce readout time:
1. ADC LeCroy 2249A (12 channels, crate CAMAC) was replaced with ADC CAEN V792 (32chan-
nels, crate VME);
2. TDC LeCroy 2229 (crate CAMAC) was replaced with TDC CAEN V1190B (64 channels, 0.1 ns,
crate VME).
All new modules have been tested, and new software and the analyzer for the upgraded DAQ are under
development.
It is planned to use the old DAQ after reconstruction at least until the system based on flash-ADC is fully
functional for operation with two targets of the Møller polarimeter. It should be stressed that the new DAQ
(based on FADC) was created for operation with the new target (”high magnetic field”) and its software is
not intended for operation with the old target (”low magnetic field”). As a result, if the Møller polarimeter is
operating with the old target, the old DAQ system is mandatory whereas the new one is optional. Moreover,
simultaneous use of the two systems allows to study the polarimeter systematic errors.
Figure 3: Diagram of programmable logic unit based on module CAEN V1495.
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2.1.3 The new DAQ based on FADC
One of the main goals for implementing the new DAQ is to reduce systematic error of the polarization
measurement with the Hall A Møller polarimeter. One of the Møller polarimeter systematic error components
is a dead time of event record system. One of the ways to reduce the dead time is to increase DAQ event
rate registration and record speed. The programmable module flash-ADC F250, designed in Jefferson Lab,
with algorithm for processing and recording events from the polarimeter [5] was chosen for the new fast
DAQ. A block diagram of the data acquisition system on the basis of flash-ADC is shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 4: New Møller polarimeter DAQ based on FADC.
The new data acquisition system consists of:
• Flash-ADC F250;
• Interrupt unit IO Flex;
• Additional QDC module CAEN V792;
• Scalers module CAEN V560;
• VME controller MVME6100;
• NIM crate and modules for ECL/NIM levels conversion (not shown in the figure);
• Gigabit Ethernet network;
• Controlling PC.
Electronic modules are mounted in the VME crate located in the Hall A behind a shielding wall. QDC
module ADC V792 is used with the flash-ADC for supplementary record of polarization sign signals and
synchronization signals. Scalers module V560 is used for recording of the beam current, target position
relating to the beam and the signals of the 100 kHz reference generator.
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The module flash-ADC is an integration of 16-channel 12-bit ADC of conveyor type with the conver-
sion frequency 250 MHz and the programmable logic array FPGA in one VME unit. Analog signals with
amplitude up to +1 Volt and duration 30 ÷ 35 ns from the detector PMTs are sent to the module input
and are digitized in the ADC. The programmable logic module allows to construct the whole logic circuit
for event recording and to process digitized signals from the ADC directly in the module. Functions of the
discriminators, delay lines, coincidence circuits, scalers and event recording logic are programmed in the
FPGA (see Fig. 5).
Figure 5: Flash ADC module.
After digitizing in the ADC, signals from the detector are summed for each calorimeter arm. The summed
signal is selected in the discriminator. If the level of the summed signal exceeds the preset discriminating
threshold, the event (digitized signals of all channels) is recorded to inner data buffer of the module and
the logic signals are formed at the inputs of the coincidence circuits. Parameters of ADC operation are
programmed and uploaded to the module at the CODA start.
The data acquisition system based on flash-ADC generates 2 types of triggers (events):
• Helicity trigger -when values of scalers are read;
• Data trigger - when inner buffer is filled with data from the ADC.
Upon interrupt signals, the data of inner scalers and ADC buffer are read into the common data flow
of the CODA system and are transmitted via network to the controlling computer. On the PC, the data
are written into files for further analysis and processing. This system allows to detect and to record data
flow at the speed up to 50 MB/s in the coincidence mode which corresponds to the event rate in the arms
∼ 160kHz.
The software package includes the program for data acquisition and on-line monitoring, and programs
for off-line data processing. Monitoring program allows to control the quality of incoming information
by displaying current values of coincidence scalers, digitized analog signals from each detector unit and
amplitude spectra of signals from the detector. Fig. 6 shows an example of displayed information by the
on-line monitoring program. The programs for off-line data processing allows to convert data files from
CODA into ROOT [3], to process and analyze data, and to obtain the results of the beam polarization
measurement.
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Figure 6: Data from on-line monitoring program.
Ability of the flash ADC to record every single event from the detector (data trigger) allows to study
systematic errors. Analysis of this information should help to improve the polarimeter GEANT model, to
increase the accuracy of measuring average analyzing power, and to take into account such effects as “pile-up
events” (see Fig. 7), Levchuk effect, etc. During operation of the flash-ADC data trigger some problems
were found. Due to these problems this new instrument cannot be used in full. The bugs and errors have to
be eliminated, and development of the software for the data analysis has to be completed.
2.1.4 Comparison of two DAQs results
Fig. 8 shows the results of comparison of the asymmetry values measured by both data acquisition systems.
Blue dots show the measurement result with the new DAQ system based on flash-ADC, and red dots
show the measurement result with using the old DAQ system. The discrepancy between two DAQs results
is not beyond the statistical error.
2.1.5 Conclusion
The Hall A Møller polarimeter has two data acquisition and processing systems operating simultaneously.
The systems are based on different element bases with different types of triggers (events).
The old DAQ is fully functional. After the upgrade a few modules will be replaced.
The new system based on high-speed multichannel flash-ADC has been developed and tested. This
system allows to record events with the rate up to 160 kHz in coincidence mode, and allows data acquisition
rate up to 50 MB/s without significant increase of the system dead time. It allows to increase the accuracy
of measurement of the electron beam polarization with the Hall A Møller polarimeter [4]. The new system
is more accurate but currently requires more accurate adjustment and further improvement.
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Figure 8: Result of asymmetry measurement with two Møller polarimeter DAQs.
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2.2 Compton DAQ
Upgrade of Compton Polarimeter DAQ: Progress and Plans
R. Michaels, A. Camsonne, S. Nanda
contributed by R. Michaels
In this contribution, I describe the progress and plans to upgrade the Compton Polarimeter DAQ. The
project can also be viewed as a test for the new pipelining electronics needed for some future projects like
SOLID. The Hall A Compton Polarimeter consists of an integrating-mode DAQ and a counting-mode DAQ
for the detectors, plus a slow DAQ for auxiliary signals such as laser state and beam current. The two
modes have different advantages and different systematics. The integrating mode was developed largely by
the Carnegie Mellon group prior to the three parity experiments that ran in 2009-2010, and we don’t foresee
modifying this for now. The counting-mode DAQ had been developed in 1998 by Saclay, and has served us
well, but it needs to be upgraded.
The plan for the upgrade and some details about the progress are kept at this URL:
http://hallaweb.jlab.org/equipment/daq/compton
The photon detector will be read out by the the JLab FADC. The electron detector will require a new
board, which is being developed by the JLab DAQ Group and the JLab Fast Electronics Group. This new
board is called the “VETROC” and it will replace the existing “ETROC”. (ETROC means electron trigger
readout card, and the new “V” implies VXS-based). The FADC and VETROC are part of a “fast” DAQ
which handles triggers, as shown in fig 9. The triggers will be either singles triggers from the two detectors
or coincidence triggers. These electronics boards are based on the 12 GeV VME modules being used in hall
D, for example.
The two main areas of progress in 2013 were : 1) a test stand was setup to test the FADC and several
useful things were learned about the performance, the deadtime correction, and systematic errors in the
extraction of asymmetries; and 2) a detailed specification of the VETROC was written and the JLab DAQ
Group and JLab Fast Electronics Group have agreed to build a prototype; indeed, the board may have broad
application at the lab as a flexible trigger module.
The FADC test stand consists of a set of NIM electronics, a random high-rate pulser, and the VME
crate with the FADC and associated DAQ boards to test the ability to measure photon signals at up to 500
kHz with a known and variable helicity-correlated asymmetry of 1 to 10% (note, the Compton asymmetry
is 3%), where the helicity is provided by the JLab Helicity Generator Board. The tests up to now can be
summarized as follows. The fastest method for event-mode readout is to run the FADC in “pulse-integral”
mode, whereby a pulse produces a trigger if it is above a threshold, and the FADC board provides both
the time of the trigger and the integrated signal, which is integrated over a time window that extends by a
programmable amount before the trigger time to an amount after; a window of about 80 nsec was usually
used. The data are readout in a multiblock mode. Since the FADC is pipelined, there is zero deadtime for
rates below a critical frequency fc. The value of fc depends on the setup parameters – mainly the number
of enabled channels and the integration window – and was 300 kHz for our setup. Below fc the asymmetries
extracted from the data agreed with expectation to better than 100 ppm. Above fc there is a significant
deadtime which, so far, we cannot correct; however, we’ve learned that this deadtime affects the data in
contiguous time bins or “chunks” of time; the majority of helicity windows remain deadtime-free if f ≤ 500
kHz. Above 500 kHz the data become less useful as one approaches 100% deadtime. The “chunks” of data
affected by deadtime can be flagged and eliminated, leaving a clean sample of data whose asymmetry agrees
with expectation.
The near-term goal is to commission this counting-mode photon DAQ with the beam, and run it in
conjunction with the existing integrating-mode DAQ. Meanwhile, the VETROC prototype will be available
in about one year and we will test it in the aforementioned DAQ test stand.
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3 Summaries of Experimental Activities
3.1 E01-020: (e, e’p) Studies of the Deutron at High Q2
Hari P Khanal and W. Boeglin
Spokespersons: W. Boeglin, E.Voutier, M.Jones, A.Klein, P.E.Ulmar,
The Hall A Collabration.
3.1.1 Introduction
The deuteron is the simplest nuclear system consisting of a single proton and a single neutron. Exclusive
electron scattering from the deuteron is an efficient way of probing the dynamics of two nucleons at very
short space-time distance. The simplest model of deuteron electro-disintegration is the Plane Wave Impulse
Approximation (PWIA) in which the proton ejected by the virtual photon does not further interact with
the recoiling neutron and is described by a plane wave. In this approximation, the missing momentum
~pm = ~q− ~pf , where ~pf is the momentum of the outgoing proton and ~q is the 3-momentum transfer, represents
the momentum of the recoiling nucleon and is opposite to the initial momentum ~pi of the struck nucleon
~pi = − ~pm. However the out-going proton can interact strongly with the recoiling neutron thereby destroying
the simple relationship between ~pm and ~pi (final state interaction, FSI).
The main focus of the analysis consists of the determination of the d(e, e′p)n cross section as a function
of (I) missing momenta for fixed angles between the momentum transfer and the momentum of the recoiling
nucleon (θnq) and (II) as a function of θnq for fixed values of pm. State of the art calculations [2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] and recent results have indicated that at high energies (≈ 1 GeV) in the final n-p
system the strength of FSI depend strongly on the recoiling neutron angle.
The d(e, e′p)n differential cross section in one photon exchange is written in the following way
d5σ
dωdΩedΩp
= KfσMott(νLRL + νTRT + νTTRTT cos(2φ) + νLTRLT cos(φ)). (1)
Where Ri and Rij are the nuclear response functions, νi and νij are the coefficients which depend only on
the electron kinematics and σMott is the Mott cross section. In PWIA, the differential cross section can be
factorized to
d5σ
dωdΩedΩp
= Kσepρ(pm). (2)
Where K is a kinematic factor, σep is the off-shell electron-proton cross section and ρ(pm) is the momentum
distribution, which describes the probability of finding the nucleon with initial momentum −~pm in the ground
state of the deuteron.
3.1.2 Experimental Overview
Data have been taken during experiment E01020 in Hall-A at Jefferson Lab at energies of 2.83 , 4.7 and 5.0
GeV for Q2 values of 0.8, 2.1 and 3.5 (GeV/c)2, respectively. The Hall A cryogenic target system provided
a 15 cm long liquid deuterium target at beam currents ranging from 1 to 100 µA. The scattered electrons
and out-going protons were detected by the two 4 GeV/c High Resolution Spectrometers(HRS). In each
HRS, the timing information was provided by two scintillator planes. A pair of Vertical Drift Chambers
(VDC) provided the tracking information in each spectrometer and electrons were identified using the gas
Cherenkov detector. d(e, e′p)n events have been selected by a time of flight cut between the spectrometers,
a cut on missing energy and a cut on the reconstructed vertex location from each spectrometer.
3.1.3 Analysis Status
First results at Q2 = 3.5 (GeV/c)2 have already been published in [1] while the analysis of the Q2 = 0.8
and 2.1 (GeV/c)2 data is nearing completion. For the lower Q2 data detector calibrations, beam position
determinations, detector efficiency determinations, radiative correction and phase space calculations have
been completed. Differential cross sections for the angular distribution and for the momentum distribution
at both Q2 = 0.8 and 2.1 (GeV/c)2 have been determined. We are currently working on the estimation of
the systematics uncertainties and an extraction of ALT .
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Figure 10: The momentum distribution at low Q2 = 0.8 (GeV/c)2 for different recoil angles θnq
Momentum Distribution If there were no FSI the momentum distribution could be extracted from the
measured cross section by simply dividing them by Kσep. In reality FSI are always present to a certain
degree and this ratio is referred to as the reduced cross section. Figs. 10 and 11 show the reduced cross
section as a function of the missing momentum for a set of four, fixed recoil angles and for Q2 = 0.8 and
Q2 = 2.1 (GeV/c)2. The θnq bin width of each setting of recoil angle is ±5◦ and the missing momentum bin
width is ±10MeV/c. The experimental reduced cross section has been compared to a calculated one with
and without FSI. At low Q2 FSI start to contribute significantly for missing momenta above 0.2 - 0.3 GeV/c
for all angles. In contrast at higher Q2 as shown in Fig. 11, FSI dominates the cross section only around
θnq = 75
0. Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the experimental reduced cross sections (momentum distributions)
at Q2 = 0.8, 2.1 and 3.5 (GeV/c)2. All distributions agree with each other in the low missing momentum
region.
Angular Distribution In order to study the angular dependence of FSI contributions we determined
the ratio R = σexp/σpwia of the experimental cross section (σexp) to the PWIA cross section (σpwia). If
there were no FSI and the momentum distribution used correctly described the deuteron structure then
R = 1 independent of θnq would be found. The experimental values of R are shown for missing momenta
pm = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5 GeV/c and at Q
2 = 0.8 and 2.1 (GeV)2 in Figs. 13 and 14.
At low Q2, the distributions are quite broad with large FSI contributions even at small angles θnq < 40
◦
and missing momenta of pm = 0.4 and 0.5 GeV/c. Only small fluctuations around 1 are found for pm = 0.2
GeV/c.
In contrast at Q2 = 2.1(GeV)2 R has a well defined peak at around 75◦ as shown in Fig.14. At missing
momentum pm = 0.2 GeV/c R is reduced by about 30% at θnq around 75
◦. For pm = 0.4 GeV/c and pm =
0.5 GeV/c R increases at around 75◦ by factor 2.5 and 3.0 respectively. The angular dependence of R clearly
indicates that FSI between the two final state nucleons at high missing momenta is highly anisotropic. For
both data sets the experimental results have been compared with the results from Monte Carlo simulations
using Laget’s Model including FSI. The solid lines represent the distributions calculated from the theoretical
model. At Q2 = 0.8 (GeV/c)2 the calculated angular distributions agree well with the experimental results
for pm = 0.2 GeV/c and θnq < 40
◦ only. For all other kinematic settings at this momentum transfer they
do not very well reproduce the experimental results for R. At Q2 = 2.1 (GeV/c)2 and at pm = 0.2 GeV/c
the experimental results agree quite well with the theoretical calculations while larger discrepancies exist at
higher missing momenta.
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Figure 11: The momentum distribution at high Q2 = 2.1 (GeV/c)2 for different recoil angles θnq
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3.2 E04-007: Precision Measurements of Electroproduction of pi0 near Thresh-
old
contributed by Richard Lindgren and Cole Smith
for
J.R.M. Annand, D.W. Higinbotham, R. Lindgren, B. Moffit, B. Norum, V. Nelyubin, spokespersons,
M. Shabestari and K. Chirapatimol, students
and
The Hall-A Collaboration
3.2.1 Introduction
The experiment is designed to measure the electroproduction reaction p(e, e′p)pi0 of neutral pions off the
proton at the lowest possible invariant mass W. Results from previous electroproduction measurements
at Mainz with four-momentum transfers of Q2 = 0.10 GeV/c2 [1] and Q2 = 0.05 GeV/c2 [2] were in
disagreement with the Q2 dependence predicted by Heavy Baryon Chiral perturbation theory (HBChPT) and
also inconsistent with the predictions of the MAID model [3]. If the Mainz discrepancies remain unresolved,
they will constitute a serious threat to the viability of Chiral Dynamics as a useful theory of low energy pion
production. Our experiment has measured absolute cross sections as precisely as possible from threshold to
∆W = 30 MeV above threshold at four-momentum transfers in the range from Q2 = 0.050 GeV/c2 to Q2
= 0.150 GeV/c2 in small steps of ∆Q2 = 0.01 GeV/c2. This will cover and extend the Mainz kinematic
range allowing a more sensitive test of chiral corrections to Low Energy Theorems for the S and P wave
pion multipoles. In addition, the beam asymmetry was measured, which can be used to test predictions for
the imaginary components of the of S wave E0+ and L0+ pion multipoles, which are sensitive to unitary
corrections above the npi+ threshold. Mainz recently repeated the electroproduction measurements and now
report [4] that the new results are more consistent with HBChPT predictions, but are in disagreement with
their own previous measurements [2]. In view of the importance of knowing whether or not HBChPT is valid
in this domain, it is imperative that an independent set of measurements be reported.
3.2.2 Analysis Status
The default LHRS optics data base used in our analysis up to now requires higher order polynomials to
eliminate kinematic distortions near the edges of the acceptance. Our attempt to reduce these distortions by
fitting an LH2 sieve run introduced some unphysical oscillations in the dependence on L.tgph. To eliminate
this unphysical behavior the LHRS optics has been further refined by eliminating some of the higher order
terms which was causing the over-fitting of the matrix coefficients. Although now the fits overall are more
reasonable without the fine oscillations, the refit has introduced a small shift in the LHRS horizontal angle.
We find also that the hydrogen elastic and carbon elastic cross sections are uniformly lower by 5% and 10
%, respectively, from expected according to previous measurements. Although the discrepancy in the elastic
yields could derive from this angle shift, it is also possible we are underestimating other corrections. We
have also studied single track efficiency corrections, which are fairly large for the high rate LH2 data and
less so for the C runs. We discovered and corrected some previous errors in our application of the Mo-Tsai
radiative and straggling correction. Also to improve our understanding of the LHRS acceptance and to
study the effect of multiple scattering on vertex reconstruction in the LH2 target we added the J.J. LeRose
forward transport functions to our GEANT simulation of the LH2 target, target chamber exit window, LHRS
entrance window and BigBite. (LHRS was not otherwise simulated except through r.m.s. smearing of the
e- momentum vector according to results of previous empirical studies.) This simulation is now under study
and hopefully we will reduce the hydrogen and carbon elastic yield discrepancy closer to the 5% level. Our
main effort is to reduce the systematic error on the pi0 production cross section, W and Q2. Further checks
are also in progress on the BigBite optics to reduce remaining reconstruction errors and improve missing
mass systematics. To help speed up systematic studies a reduced data set saving only essential variables
needed for the remaining analysis has been created and stored on the Galileo computer farm at UVa.
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3.3 E05-102: Measurement of A′x and A
′
z asymmetries in the quasi-elastic
3 ~He(~e, e′d)
reaction
S. Gilad, D. W. Higinbotham, W. Korsch, S. Sˇirca, B. E. Norum (spokespersons)
and
the Hall A Collaboration.
Contributed by M. Mihovilovicˇ and S. Sˇirca
The E05-102 experiment [1] is devoted to a detailed study of the
3 ~He(~e, e′d) , 3 ~He(~e, e′p)d , 3 ~He(~e, e′p)pn
processes at low Q2. Its main purpose is to approach the ground-state structure of the 3He nucleus by
studying the missing-momentum (pmiss) dependence of the double-polarization (beam-target) transverse
and longitudinal asymmetries. The experiment has been performed in Summer 2009. The data analysis of
the 3 ~He(~e, e′d) channel is now complete. We have insufficient resolution to distinguish the two- and three-
body channels in the proton knockout processes, but the analysis of the proton channel as a sum of these
contributions is also complete.
Since the large-acceptance spectrometer BigBite [2] was used in the experiment, the most problematic
part of the data analysis has been the averaging of the theoretical asymmetries over the experimental
acceptance. Here we focus on the averaging procedure for the deuteron channel. We have received the
calculated asymmetries in 3 ~He(~e, e′d) from three theory groups: the Bochum/Krakow, the Hannover/Lisbon
and, most recently, the Pisa group. Since the calculations are numerically intensive, they have provided
us only with calculations on a discrete grid of 35 kinematic points distributed over the acceptance of the
electron arm (HRS spectrometer). Each kinematic point represents one combination of (E′, θe). For each
such pair the asymmetries are calculated as functions of pmiss and φdq.
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Figure 15: Deviations of pmiss from the values at the bin centers (where the theoretical calculations are
available) in the (E′, θe) region used for averaging of the theories over the experimental acceptance.
In this report we describe an important alteration of the previous averaging procedure. Initially, the
following method was used. From the measured data we determined all relevant kinematic variables E′,
θe, pmiss, and φdq for each event. We then checked whether the theoretical asymmetry is actually available
for the event under consideration: if the event was within the corresponding rectangular area in the 35-
point (E′, θe) mesh, the theoretical asymmetry at the center of that rectangle was assigned to the event.
Subsequently, we had to check whether the calculation exists for the given pmiss of the actual event since not
all values of pmiss are available at all kinematic points. If the calculation existed, the event was accepted
and the theoretical asymmetry for the given set of kinematic variables was computed. The final theoretical
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asymmetry as a function of pmiss was obtained by averaging the asymmetries over all events in each pmiss
bin.
The advantage of this method was that the measured data and the computed asymmetries were compared
on an equal footing, since the experimental asymmetry was determined by using only the data for which
theoretical calculations exist. But this procedure had many handicaps. By selecting only events that can
be furnished with the corresponding theoretical asymmetry we have lost a huge fraction of the events. In
addition, when calculating the theoretical asymmetry, we have always considered the event as coming from
the bin center. This induces certain problems because our kinematic bins are quite large. For example,
in each bin the minimal reachable pmiss can be up to 40 MeV/c lower than the minimal pmiss available at
the bin center, as shown in Fig. 15. This is problematic at low pmiss, because it forces us to throw away
statistics. Neglecting low-pmiss data in some bins can also lead to variations in the final average values of
the asymmetries.
Furthermore, if an event comes from near the edge of the selected bin, the theories from the neighboring
bins are almost equally valid as the one belonging to the chosen bin: the closer one approaches the edge of a
bin, the more important the neighboring bins become. Hence, we need to correctly decide which theory we
are going to consider and how.
All these questions and problems have led us to develop a new method for comparing the data to the
simulation. The main goal of this new approach is to keep as much as possible of the measured data by
avoiding unnecessary cuts. We do not want to make the data conform to the theory but vice-versa. This
means that one needs to extend the pmiss range of the calculations in order to match the larger range
spanned by the measured data. This has been achieved by extrapolating the calculations to smaller values
of pmiss, which is not trivial as the pmiss-dependence of the asymmetries is far from linear. However, since
typical extrapolations of not more than approximately 20 MeV/c are needed, the procedure is not expected
to introduce large systematic errors.
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Figure 16: Averaging of the theoretical asymmetries for the 3 ~He(~e, e′d) channel. Left: selection of neigh-
boring bins for a chosen event (gray point at the intersection of four regions) and its neighborhood (gray
circle) used to weigh the corresponding theoretical predictions in the adjacent four bins. Right: weighted
predicted asymmetries from all four bins encompassed by the gray circle. The resulting averaged interpolated
asymmetry (magenta points with uncertainties corresponding to the averaging procedure) now extends to
pmiss = 0.
To obtain the best possible estimate for the asymmetries in the low-pmiss region we defined the negative
pmiss axis by exploiting the fact that A(−pmiss, φdq) = A(pmiss, 180◦ + φdq). By such mirroring of the
asymmetries to the negative pmiss-axis the extrapolation of the asymmetries to zero turns into a more
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reliable interpolation that connects the two branches of the asymmetries at positive and negative pmiss
across the pmiss = 0 axis. We have assumed that the asymmetries have a modest dependence on pmiss in
the interpolation region, a view supported by theoretical calculations for the bins where the asymmetries at
very low pmiss are available a priori.
Once the (interpolated) calculated asymmetries have been made available for all required pmiss, we use
each measured event in the following procedure. First, we take into account not only the theoretical value
at the center of the event’s bin, but also the values from the neighboring regions in the (E′, θe) plane. We
select a neighborhood around each event (see e.g. the gray circle surrounding an event at the intersection
of four kinematic regions in Fig. 16 (left)). The size of the circle is chosen such that for each event the
closest theoretical predictions are selected, i.e. the radius of the circle is approximately the same as the
linear size of the region. Then we check which theories are available in the selected zone; in the example
shown, the algorithm picks the theories from all four neighboring bins. The distance of the event to each
of the considered bin centers is calculated, and these distances are then used as weights in the calculation
of the average of all theories available inside the selected zone defined by the event, i.e. larger distances
imply smaller contributions of a particular kinematic point to the average asymmetry. We also calculate
the difference from the average asymmetry to the nearest predicted asymmetry, and take this as a measure
for the systematic uncertainty introduced by our approach. This uncertainty is in no way related to the
quality of the theoretical calculations themselves; it is solely a consequence of our averaging procedure and
the fact that the theory is available only at discrete points. The final result for the pmiss-dependence of the
asymmetry is shown in Fig. 16 (right) for the 5, 6, 12, 13 bin quartet. The whole algorithm is repeated for
each event. Finally, the asymmetries are accumulated and averaged in each pmiss bin.
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3.4 E06-010: Measurement of Single Target-Spin Asymmetry in Semi-Inclusive
Pion Electroproduction on a Transversely Polarized 3He Target
J.-P. Chen, E. Cisbani, H. Gao, X. Jiang, J.-C. Peng co-spokespersons,
and
the Hall A Collaboration.
contributed by K. Allada, X. Yan, and Y.X. Zhao
3.4.1 Introduction
Experiment E06010 (Transversity) [1] was conducted in Hall A from Oct. 2008 to Feb. 2009 using a
longitudinally polarized beam and transversely polarized 3He target. The beam energy was 5.9 GeV. The
primary goal of the experiment was to extract Collins and Sivers moments in the semi-inclusive deep inelastic
(SIDIS) reaction, 3He↑(e, e’pi±)X. The beam helicity was flipped at 30 Hz and the target spin direction was
flipped every 20 minutes. One can either perform target single spin asymmetry (TSSA) study by summing
the two beam helicity states to achieve unpolarized beam, or do beam-target double spin asymmetry (DSA)
study. The BigBite spectrometer was set at 30o on beam-right to detect scattered electron with momenta
from 0.6-2.5 GeV. The left HRS [2] was set at 16o on beam-left to detect the produced hadrons (pi±, K±
and proton) with a fixed momentum of 2.35 GeV.
There were four types of physics triggers (see Table 1). The coincidence trigger (T5) was used for the
primary analysis, which included SSA and DSA analysis to obtain the Collins/Sivers moments [3] and ALT
moments [4] for charged pions, respectively. These two results were published in [3, 4]. The following are
some of the recent progresses in E06-010 physics analysis:
• The results of SSA in the inclusive hadron production reaction, e +3 He↑ → hX (h = pi±, K±, p),
have been submitted for a publication [7]. This analysis was performed by Kalyan Allada (MIT) and
independently checked by Yuxiang Zhao (USTC, China).
• The final analysis of pretzelosity asymmetry for charged pions, extracted from the TSSA data in the
SIDIS reaction 3He↑(e, e’pi±)X, is finished. The results were submitted for a publication. This analysis
was performed by Yi Zhang (Lanzhou University, China)
• Results of Collins and Sivers moments for charged Kaons in SIDIS reaction 3He↑(e, e’K±)X are final,
and a draft for publication is being prepared. This analysis was performed by Youcai Wang (UIUC)
and independently checked by Yuxiang Zhao (USTC, China).
• The preliminary results of DSA in inclusive hadrons production reaction, e +3 He↑ → hX, (h = pi±,
K±, p) from HRS data were obtained. The analysis is currently focused on producing final results for
this channel. This analysis is being performed by Yuxiang Zhao (USTC, China).
• Analysis of unpolarized SIDIS cross-section to access the Boer-Mulders function and to study the x−z
factorization. This work is being performed by Xuefei Yan (Duke University).
In this report we will discuss some of the on-going analysis from the list above.
Trigger type Description
1 Low threshold on BigBite lead-glass
3 Left HRS singles (S1 .and. S2)
5 Coincidence between BigBite and Left HRS (T1 .and. T3)
6 High threshold on BigBite lead-glass
Table 1: Summary of physics triggers in E06010
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3.4.2 SSA in Inclusive Hadron Production
Our primary results were focused on the SIDIS reaction to study transverse momentum dependent parton
distribution functions (TMDs). In addition to SIDIS reaction one can study inclusive hadron production
reaction where the scattered electron remains undetected. We obtained the SSA from e +3 He↑ → hX
reaction using the HRS data for pi±, K± and protons.
The target SSA is defined as,
AUT (xF , pT ) =
1
P
dσ↑ − dσ↓
dσ↑ + dσ↓
sinφS = AN sinφS , (3)
where dσ↑(↓) is the differential cross-section in the target “up”(“down”) state, P is the target polarization,
and φS is the angle between the scattering plane and the nucleon spin vector.
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Figure 17: Inclusive SSA results on a 3He target for pi±, K± and protons in the vertical target spin
configuration (φS = ±90◦). The error bars on the points represents the statistical uncertainty. The grey
band shows the magnitude of the overall systematic uncertainty for each hadron channel.
The final 3He asymmetry results are shown for different hadron species in Fig. 17. The center-of-mass
energy was
√
s=3.45 GeV, and the average pT for this data was 0.64 GeV/c. For the high statistics pion
sample the SSA was divided into five bins in pT . The SSAs for charged pions as a function of pT for a
3He
target are shown in Fig. 18 (left). A first attempt to extract the neutron SSA from the 3He was done using
effective polarization approach. The final results for AnN for charged pions on an effective neutron target are
shown in Fig. 18 (right) [7].
3.4.3 Pretzelosity Asymmetry
There are three leading-twist terms that appear in the SIDIS cross-section (σUT ) obtained from an unpo-
larized beam and a transversely polarized target. The first two are Collins and Sivers terms which were
studied in our earlier analysis [3, 4]. The third term is known as pretzelosity (h⊥1T ), one of the least known
TMDs. In a class of relativistic quark models [8, 9], pretzelosity can be expressed as the difference between
the helicity and the transversity, and can be intuitively related to orbital angular momentum of quarks.
The SSA data from SIDIS reaction 3He↑(e, e’pi±)X was binned in φS and φh, the spin and hadron angle,
respectively. The pretzelosity asymmetry was obtained by performing a 2D fitting in the φS and φS using
three terms (Collins, Sivers and Pretzelosity) in the fitting function. The extracted pretzelosity asymmetries
on 3He target for charged pions are shown in Fig. 19. To extract the pretzelosity asymmetry on the neutron,
the effective polarization method was used. The results of the extracted pretzelosity moment on the neutron
are shown in the bottom two panels of Fig.19 and are compared with various models.
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Figure 18: Left: AN results on a
3He target for the pi± channel as a function of pT . Right: AN results on a
neutron target extracted from the measured 3He asymmetries. The solid band on the bottom of each panel
shows the magnitude of the systematic uncertainty for each momentum bin. The lower plot shows the xF
and pT correlation in this measurement.
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Figure 19: The extracted pretzelosity asymmetries on 3He nuclei (top panels) and on the neutron (bottom
panels) are shown together with uncertainty bands for both pi+ and pi− electroproduction.
3.4.4 SSA of Kaon in SIDIS
The HERMES experiment [11] observed that the Collins effect for K+ is larger than that for pi+ on proton
target, whereas for K− it is small and consistent with zero. The Sivers effect reported by the HERMES
experiment shows that theK+ asymmetry is larger thanK− asymmetry on proton target. It is also important
to note that the K± Collins and Sivers moments from the COMPASS experiment on deuteron target are
consistent with zero, suggesting large cancellations between contributions from proton and neutron. Our
results from polarized 3He data will provide crucial independent information on Kaon Collins and Sivers
moments.
In this section, we report the preliminary results of single-spin asymmetries of charged kaons produced
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in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering of electrons from a transversely polarized 3He target. Both the
Collins and the Sivers moments for K+ and K− are extracted over the kinematic range of 0.05<x<0.5.
The electron identification was achieved by using cuts on the BigBite pre-shower energy Eps and the
ratio E/p of the total pre-shower and shower energy to the reconstructed momentum. After all the cuts,
pi− contamination was controlled to be less than 1%. Left HRS was configured for hadron detection. In
addition to three Cherenkov detectors (CO2 gas Cherenkov detector, Aerogel detector (A1) and RICH),
coincidence time of flight(CTOF) between HRS and BigBite was also used to perform the hadron PID.
During E06010, RICH performance was not optimal, its efficiency was very low and kaon yield itself is
relatively small, so kaon identification was relied on CTOF, and RICH was used as a cross-check. Figure
20 shows the CTOF spectrum with a veto on A1 to suppress the pion background. After combining all the
HRS cuts and CTOF cut, pi+(pi−) contamination in K+(K−) sample was controlled to be less than 2%(5%).
Random contamination in K+(k−) sample is less than 4%(1%). Total number of K+(K−) after PID cuts
are 9481(1797).
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Figure 20: Coincidence ToF spectrum between BigBite and HRS with a veto cut on A1 detector to suppress
the pion background. The red lines shows the Kaon selection cuts.
Preliminary Results Due to the low statistics for kaons, the data was averaged over full range of xbj . The
Collins and Sivers moments were extracted simultaneously by using Maximum Likelihood Estimation(MLE)
[10], the preliminary results are shown in figure 21. K+ Collins and Sivers asymmetries are consistent with
zero within error bar, while k− Collins and Sivers asymmetries favor negative sign.
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Figure 21: Preliminary results of Collins and Sivers moments on 3He for kaon electro-production.
3.4.5 Unpolarized SIDIS Cross-Section
Most of the data analysis effort for experiment E06010 so far has been focused on single-spin asymmetry
and double-spin asymmetry to extract information on various TMDs such as Collins, Sivers, Pretzelosity
and Transversal Helicity (gq1T ) [3, 4, 5]. Recently we started a new analysis on unpolarized differential
cross-section from E06010 in order to access the Boer-Mulders function, which describes the distribution of
transversely polarized quarks in an unpolarized nucleon. Moreover, we plan to study the x− z factorization
in SIDIS using unpolarized cross-section.
Unpolarized differential cross-section obtained from an unpolarized beam and an unpolarized target, is
equivalent to a proper combination of differential cross-sections with different beam and target polarizations
extracted from experiment E06010. An extraction of differential cross-section from experiment E06010
requires further study of the BigBite acceptance model in the existing SIMC-Transversity simulation. The
BigBite acceptance is being studied by comparing the elastic H2 calibration runs at 1.23 and 2.4 GeV, with
the SIMC-Transversity simulation combined with a well-developed elastic electron-proton-scattering event
generator with radiative effects included.
After the acceptance thoroughly studied and SIMC-Transversity simulation updated, the unpolarized
differential cross-section of SIDIS will be extracted, from which the Boer-Mulders function can be obtained.
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3.5 E06-014: A Precision Measurement of dn2 : Probing the Lorentz Color Force
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and
the dn2 and Hall A Collaborations.
Contributed by D. Flay.
3.5.1 Physics Motivation
3.5.1.1 dn2 : Quark-Gluon Correlations in the Nucleon To date, extensive work has been done
investigating the spin structure function g1 within the context of the Feynman parton model and pQCD.
However, far less is known about the g2 structure function. It is known to contain quark-gluon correlations.
It follows from a spin-flip Compton amplitude and may be written as:
g2
(
x,Q2
)
= gWW2
(
x,Q2
)
+ g¯2
(
x,Q2
)
, (4)
where gWW2 is the Wandzura-Wilczek term, which may be expressed entirely in terms of g1 [1]:
gWW2
(
x,Q2
)
= −g1
(
x,Q2
)
+
∫ 1
x
g1
(
y,Q2
)
y
dy. (5)
The second term is given as:
g¯2
(
x,Q2
)
= −
∫ 1
x
1
y
∂
∂y
[mq
M
hT
(
y,Q2
)
+ ξ
(
y,Q2
)]
dy, (6)
where hT is the transverse polarization density, and ξ is a term arising from quark-gluon correlations. Here,
hT is suppressed by the ratio of the quark mass mq to the target mass M . Therefore, a measurement of g¯2
provides access to quark-gluon interactions inside the nucleon [2].
Additionally, a measurement of both g1 and g2 allows for the determination of the quantity d
n
2 , which is
formed as the second moment of a linear combination of g1 and g2:
dn2
(
Q2
)
=
∫ 1
0
x2
[
2gn1
(
x,Q2
)
+ 3gn2
(
x,Q2
)]
dx = 3
∫ 1
0
x2g¯n2
(
x,Q2
)
dx. (7)
dn2 also appears as a matrix element of a twist-3 operator in the operator product expansion [3]:
〈P, S | ψ¯q (0) gG+y (0) γ+ψq (0) | P, S〉 = 2MP+P+Sxdn2 , (8)
where G+y = 1√
2
(Bx − Ey). We see from Equations 6–8 that dn2 is a twist-3 matrix element that measures
quark-gluon interactions.
Recent work has shown [4, 5] that at high Q2, dn2 is seen as a color Lorentz force averaged over the
volume of the nucleon. This is given by the expression for the transverse (color) force on the active quark
immediately following its interaction with a virtual photon:
F y (0) ≡ −
√
2
2P+
〈P, S | ψ¯q (0) gG+y (0) γ+ψq (0) | P, S〉 = −1
2
M2dn2 . (9)
This theoretical interpretation reveals how g2 and subsequently d
n
2 will allow us to examine the color inter-
actions of the constituents inside the nucleon.
While bag and soliton model calculations of d2 for the neutron yield numerical values consistent with
those of lattice QCD, current experimental data differ by roughly two standard deviations (see the highest
Q2 data in Figure 22). One of the goals of our experiment is to improve the experimental error on the value
of dn2 by a factor of four. It subsequently provides a benchmark test of lattice QCD calculations, shown in
Figure 22.
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Figure 22: dn2 as a function of Q
2. All the data shown with the exception of the SLAC E155x data are
dominated by resonance contributions. E06-014 data will be dominated by the deep inelastic scattering (DIS)
contribution. The projected error from E06-014 [6] is shown, along with the lattice QCD result [7]. The
dashed green curve shows the pQCD evolution from the lattice point [8] based on the calculations of [9, 10].
Data from JLab experiments E94-010 [11, 12] and RSS [13] are included in the plot. For comparison to the
resonance contribution, a MAID model [14] is plotted. Also plotted is the total d2 from SLAC experiment
E155x [15], which consists of DIS data distributed over a large range in Q2.
3.5.1.2 A1: The Virtual Photon-Nucleon Asymmetry Another quantity of interest is the virtual
photon-nucleon longitudinal spin asymmetry A1. It provides insight into the quark structure of the nucleon
and can be defined as:
A1
(
x,Q2
) ≡ σ1/2 − σ3/2
σ1/2 + σ3/2
, (10)
where the subscript 1/2 (3/2) gives the projection of the total spin of the virtual photon-nucleon system
along the virtual photon direction corresponding to the nucleon’s spin anti-parallel (parallel) to the virtual
photon. Constituent quark models (CQM) and pQCD models predict A1 to be large and positive at large
x. Figure 23(a) shows the current world data compared to these models. It is seen that the CQM (yellow
band [16]) describes the trend of the data reasonably well. The pQCD parameterization with hadron he-
licity conservation (dark blue curve [22])—assuming quark orbital angular momentum to be zero—does not
describe the data adequately. However, the pQCD model allowing for quark orbital angular momentum to
be non-zero (green curve [24]) describes the data well, pointing perhaps to the importance of quark orbital
angular momentum in the spin structure of the nucleon.
Combining An1 data measured on a polarized effective neutron target with A
p
1 data measured on a po-
larized proton target allows access to ∆u/u and ∆d/d. Recent results from Hall A [20] and from CLAS [25]
showed a significant deviation of ∆d/d from the pQCD predictions, which have that ratio approaching 1 in
the limit of x → 1 (Fig. 23(b)). As part of the 12 GeV program, two approved experiments (one in Hall
A [26] and one in Hall C [27]) will extend the accuracy and x range of this measurement, but a measurement
of An1 at the kinematics of this experiment (E06-014) will provide valuable support (or refutation) of prior
JLab results, while producing additional input for theoretical models in advance of the coming experiments
at 12 GeV.
3.5.2 The Experiment
The experiment ran in Hall A of Jefferson Lab from February to March of 2009, with two beam energies of
E = 4.74 and 5.89 GeV, covering the resonance and deep inelastic valence quark regions, characterized by
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(a) An1 (b) ∆d/d and ∆u/u
Figure 23: Current data for An1 , ∆d/d and ∆u/u. (a): The current world data for the neutron A1 from
SLAC E143 [17] and E154 [18] and HERMES [19], along with JLab E99-117 [20]. Also shown are CQM
models and various pQCD models. Figure adapted from [21]. (b): ∆q/q for the up (u) and down (d) quarks.
The dashed curves represent a prediction from Leader et al. [22], while the solid curves show calculations by
Avakian et al. [23]. The data shown are from HERMES, SLAC and JLab. Figure adapted from [23].
0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.7 and 2 GeV2 ≤ Q2 ≤ 6 GeV2. The coverage in the x and Q2 plane is shown in Figure 24.
In order to measure dn2 , we scattered a longitudinally polarized electron beam off of a
3 ~He target in two
polarization configurations – longitudinal and transverse. 3 ~He serves as an effective polarized neutron target
since roughly 86% of the polarization is carried by the neutron. This is due to the two protons in the nucleus
being primarily bound in a spin singlet state [28, 29].
We measured the unpolarized cross section σ0 and the double-spin asymmetries A‖ and A⊥. The cross
section was measured by the Left High-Resolution Spectrometer (LHRS), while the asymmetries were mea-
sured by the BigBite Spectrometer. The LHRS and BigBite were oriented at scattering angles of θ = 45◦ to
the left and right of the beamline, respectively.
Expressing the structure functions entirely in terms of these experimental quantities, we have the expres-
sion for d2:
d2 =
∫ 1
0
MQ2
4α2
x2y2
(1− y) (2− y)σ0
[(
3
1 + (1− y) cos θ
(1− y) sin θ +
4
y
tan (θ/2)
)
A⊥ +
(
4
y
− 3
)
A‖
]
dx, (11)
where x = Q2/2Mν, ν = E −E′ is the energy transferred to the target, E′ is the scattered electron energy,
and y = ν/E is the fractional energy transferred to the target. The asymmetries are given by:
A‖ =
N↓⇑ −N↑⇑
N↓⇑ +N↑⇑
and A⊥ =
N↓⇒ −N↑⇒
N↓⇒ +N↑⇒
,
where N is the number of electron counts measured for a given configuration of beam helicity (single arrows)
and target spin direction (double arrows).
While d2 was the main focus of the experiment, the measurement of the asymmetries allowed for the
extraction of A1:
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Figure 24: The E06-014 kinematic coverage in Q2 and x. The lower band is the 4.74 GeV data set and the
upper band is the 5.89 GeV data set. The black dashed line shows W = 2 GeV. The regions to the left and
right of this line correspond to DIS and resonance kinematics, respectively.
A1 =
1
D (1 + ηξ)
A‖ − η
d (1 + ηξ)
A⊥, (12)
where D, η, ξ and d are kinematic factors [30].
3.5.3 Data Analysis Progress
3.5.3.1 Summary of Completed Work Nearly all of the analyses for E06-014 have been completed,
including detector calibrations for both the LHRS and the BigBite spectrometer [34] and various background
studies for the spectrometers relating to nitrogen dilution in the target and pair-produced electrons [35, 36].
The experiment used a polarized electron beam at energies of 4.74 and 5.89 GeV. The polarization of
the electron beam was measured independently through Compton and Møller scattering, and the analysis of
these measurements revealed a beam polarization of ∼ 72% [36].
Knowledge of the target polarization is crucial when performing a double-spin asymmetry experiment.
E06-014 used the standard Hall A polarized 3He target with two holding field directions: longitudinal and
transverse in plane, with respect to the electron beam direction. The target polarization was extracted
through electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). The longitudinal polarization was cross checked using
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements. During the running of the experiment, the polarization
of the target was ∼ 50% [36].
3.5.3.2 Unpolarized Cross Sections The LHRS was used to measure the unpolarized cross section.
The analysis for the extraction of the experimental cross section, σrad, for the E = 4.74 GeV and 5.89 GeV
data sets is shown in [35].
3.5.3.3 Unpolarized Cross Section Radiative Corrections Electrons lose energy due to interactions
with material. This includes the material before and after the target, and the target material itself. These
interactions will alter the electron’s true incident energy and also its true scattered energy. This ultimately
results in a different cross section than the true value. These effects are characterized by ionization (or
Landau straggling) and bremsstrahlung. There are also higher-order processes at the interaction vertex that
must also be considered. Collectively, the removal of these effects is called radiative corrections.
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(a) Es = 4.74 GeV (b) Es = 5.89 GeV
Figure 25: The 3He Born cross sections. The error bars indicate the statistical error, while the band indicates
the systematic error. (a): Es = 4.74 GeV data; (b): Es = 5.89 GeV data.
A first correction that must be done before carrying out the radiative corrections is to subtract the elastic
radiative tail, since it is long and affects all states of higher invariant mass W [37]. For these kinematics,
the elastic tail is small and affects the lowest bins in scattered electron energy Ep at the . 1% level. The
elastic tail was computed using the ROSETAIL code [38]. The model used for the elastic 3He form factors
was from Amroun [39].
The 3He quasi-elastic tail, however, is much larger. The quasi-elastic radiative tail was computed by
utilizing an appropriate model of the 3He quasi-elastic cross section [40] and applying radiative effects [41].
The tail was then subtracted from the data. The model was checked against existing quasi-elastic 3He data
covering a broad range of kinematics.
In considering the effects mentioned above, the measured cross section is realized in terms of a triple
integral:
σrad (Es, Ep) =
∫ T
0
dt
T
∫ Es
Emins
dE′s
∫ Emaxp
Ep
dE′pI (Es, E
′
s, t)σr
(
E′s, E
′
p
)
I
(
Ep, E
′
p, T − t
)
, (13)
where σrad is the measured (radiated) cross section, σr is the internally-radiated cross section. Es is the
incident electron energy, Ep is the scattered electron energy. I (E0, E, t) is the probability of finding an
electron with incident energy E0 that has undergone bremsstrahlung with energy E at a depth t inside a
material [37, 41].
In order to unfold the Born cross section, an iterative procedure is carried out in RADCOR [42]. It
amounts to calculating:
σib =
1
C
[
σrad −
∫
(. . .) dE′s −
∫
(. . .) dE′p
]
, (14)
where C and the two integrals are defined in Equation IV.2 in [37]. σib is the Born cross section obtained for
the ith iteration of the code, σrad is the radiated cross section to be corrected. σ
i
b is then re-inserted into
equation for the next iteration. It was found that the calculation converges within the first 3–4 iterations.
Figure 25 shows the resulting Born cross sections.
In E06-014, we took data for only two Es values of 4.74 GeV and 5.89 GeV. However, we need enough
data to properly calculate the integrals above. Therefore, we used a suitable cross section model [43] to fill
in the rest of the phase space for each data set.
3.5.3.4 Unpolarized Cross Section Systematic Errors There are a number of contributions to
the systematic errors on the cross section calculation [36]. We will focus our discussion on the radiative
corrections.
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The systematic errors corresponding to the radiative corrections include the elastic and quasi-elastic tail
subtraction, material thicknesses in the electron’s path, and dependence on the input model used for the
radiative correction calculations.
The systematic error of subtracting the elastic tail from the data is  1%, determined by considering
different models for the elastic 3He form factors.
In a similar fashion as the elastic tail, the systematic effect of the subtraction of the quasi-elastic tail was
determined by considering different quasi-elastic cross section models to compute the tail. We found that
the error is ≈ 5–6% for the lowest bin in Ep, and falls to ≈ 1% for all other bins for which we have data.
To determine the error related to the material thicknesses in the electron’s path, we varied the thicknesses
in our calculations by up to 10%, and saw a change in our resulting Born cross section of . 1.5%.
The error corresponding to the input model used in the radiative correction procedure was determined
by using different models. The resulting Born cross section changed by at most ≈ 5% for the lowest bin in
Ep and dropped to . 1% for all other bins.
3.5.3.5 The Double-Spin Asymmetries The BigBite spectrometer was used to measure the parallel
and perpendicular double-spin asymmetries between longitudinally polarized electrons and a longitudinally
or transversely polarized 3He target. These asymmetries were then corrected for imperfect beam and target
polarizations. Corrections were also made for dilution effects due to the presence of N2 in the target [32],
and contamination due to pions and pair-produced electrons. The full details of these analyses may be found
in [35, 36].
3.5.3.6 Asymmetry Radiative Corrections To compute the radiative corrections for asymmetries,
we utilized the radiative correction code RADCOR mentioned in 3.5.3.3. To do this, we carried out the
corrections on polarized cross section differences, ∆σ, related to asymmetries by:
∆σr‖,⊥ = 2σ
r
0A
r
‖,⊥, (15)
where A‖,⊥ indicates a radiated asymmetry where the target is polarized either parallel (‖) or perpendicular
(⊥) with respect to the incident electron beam momentum. The unpolarized cross section is σr0, where the
r indicates that radiative effects have been applied. We used the F1F209 [43] model for the unpolarized
cross section. After the data have been converted to polarized cross section differences, they are imported
into the RADCOR code in a similar fashion as was done for the unpolarized cross sections. The difference
here, however, is that a model for the polarized cross section differences is needed to complete the integrals
mentioned in Equation 14. This model consists of three components describing different kinematic regions:
DIS, the quasi-elastic region, and the resonance region. The model used for the DIS region was the DSSV
global analysis parton distribution function (PDF) model [44], which describes world data quite well in our
kinematic region of interest. For the quasi-elastic region, we utilized P. Bosted’s nucleon form factors [45],
smeared by a quasi-elastic scaling function [46] to simulate the nuclear effects of 3He. Putting together the
nucleon form factors and the smearing function yields a quasi-elastic ∆σ which fits world data well. For the
resonance region, we used the MAID model [14], which adequately describes world data. Putting the DIS,
quasi-elastic and resonance contributions together, we built up an appropriate ∆σ that describes the physics
to a reasonable level, an example of which is shown in Figure 26 where we compare our model to JLab
E94-010 data [11, 12]. In the radiative correction procedure, the quasi-elastic tail was not subtracted first,
but rather included in the integration. The elastic tail was found to be very small and was not subtracted.
To minimize statistical fluctuations in the radiative corrections, the corrections were done to a model of
our data set. After obtaining the Born ∆σ from RADCOR, the corresponding asymmetry was obtained by
inverting Equation 15 (but using the Born σ0) to find A. Then, the size of the radiative correction at the
asymmetry level was determined as:
∆A = Ab −Ar, (16)
where Ab is the Born asymmetry and Ar is the radiated asymmetry. This ∆A was applied to our data for
both the parallel and perpendicular cases as an additive correction. The size of the radiative correction as
a function of x is shown in Figure 27. The red band indicates the systematic error, which is discussed in
Section 3.5.3.7.
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Figure 26: Our model of ∆σ‖,⊥ as compared to JLab E94-010 data. Our model consists of combining a
smeared version of P. Bosted’s nucleon form factors to describe the quasi-elastic region and the MAID model
for the resonance region. The DIS region is modeled using the DSSV PDFs.
The Born asymmetries for our data and their systematic errors are shown in Figure 28. The error bars
indicate the statistical errors, while the colored bands indicate the systematic errors, which were obtained
by varying all of the inputs needed1 to extract the asymmetries within reasonable limits and observing the
change in the asymmetry.
3.5.3.7 Asymmetry Radiative Correction Systematic Errors To investigate the systematic errors
for the radiative corrections, there are two main contributions to consider: material thicknesses and model
dependence.
To address the first consideration, the thicknesses, they were changed by ± 10% and the result was
compared to the unmodified result. The change was found to be . 1.5%, similar to what was seen for the
unpolarized cross sections.
The model dependence of the radiative corrections was determined as follows: the input spectra to the
integrals were varied at random by ± 10% for 30 trials, and the size of the correction changed by . 5%.
3.5.4 Preliminary Physics Results
3.5.4.1 The Virtual Photon-Nucleon Asymmetry Figure 29 shows the preliminary results for A
3He
1
at E = 4.74 and 5.89 GeV, respectively. Also shown are world data from SLAC E142 [47] and JLab E01-
012 [48] and E99-117 [20]. The red (blue) data points indicate our E = 4.74 GeV (E = 5.89 GeV) data.
The error bars on the world data are the in-quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic errors, while
the error bars on our data are statistical only. The colored bands at the bottom of the plot indicate the
systematic errors. The systematic errors were determined by varying all of the inputs to the computation
of A
3He
1 to reasonable levels and observing the change in the asymmetry. The gray band represents various
global analyses [22, 44, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]. The data from this experiment are consistent with the world
data across a wide range in x, despite the larger error bars in the resonance region, which corresponds to
x > 0.519 (0.623) for E = 4.74 GeV (5.89 GeV).
1Such quantities include the electron cuts, the nitrogen dilution factor, beam and target polarizations, and pion and pair
production contamination factors.
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Figure 27: The size of the radiative correction on the asymmetries, defined as ∆A = Ab−Ar. The red band
indicates the systematic error associated with the correction, see Section 3.5.3.7. The ∆A shown in these
plots are applied to the data as an additive correction to obtain the Born asymmetry. (a): E = 4.74 GeV
data; (b): E = 5.89 GeV data.
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(a) Parallel Asymmetries (b) Perpendicular Asymmetries
Figure 28: The Born asymmetries for E = 4.74 GeV (red) and E = 5.89 GeV (blue). The error bars indicate
the statistical errors, while the colored bands show the systematic errors. (a): parallel asymmetries; (b):
perpendicular asymmetries.
Figure 29: A
3He
1 compared to the world data from SLAC E142 [47] and JLab E01-012 [48] and E99-117 [20].
The error bars on the world data indicate the in-quadrature sum of statistical and systematic errors, while
the error bars on our data are statistical only. The colored bands at the bottom of the plot show the
systematic errors. The gray band shows an envelope of various global analyses [22, 44, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55].
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Figure 30: Preliminary results for the spin structure functions g1 and g2 on a
3He target for E = 4.74 GeV
(red) and 5.89 GeV (blue) compared to the world data [47, 48, 20] and various global analyses [22, 44, 51,
52, 53] represented by the gray band. The error bars on our data are statistical only; the colored bands at
the bottom of the plot indicate the systematic errors.
3.5.4.2 The Spin Structure Functions En route to extracting dn2 , the spin structure functions g1 and
g2 can be obtained according to:
g1 =
MQ2
4α2
2y
(1− y) (2− y)σ0
[
A‖ + tan (θ/2)A⊥
]
(17)
g2 =
MQ2
4α2
y2
(1− y) (2− y)σ0
[
−A‖ + 1 + (1− y) cos θ
(1− y) sin θ A⊥
]
, (18)
The preliminary results for g1
3He and g2
3He are shown in Figure 30, which compares the data to various
models represented by the gray band [22, 44, 51, 52, 53] and the world data. The systematic errors on
our data were obtained by varying all of the inputs needed to compute g1 and g2 to reasonable levels and
observing the change in the result.
3.5.5 Current and Future Work
At present, we are working on finalizing our analysis to evaluate dn2 and A
n
1 . Additionally, from d
n
2 we can
extract the color electric and magnetic forces [3, 4, 5]. From our An1 data, we can also perform a flavor
decomposition to obtain the quantities ∆u/u and ∆d/d.
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3.6 E07-007 and E08-025: Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering
P. Bertin, A. Camsonne, C. Hyde, M. Mazouz, C. Mun˜oz Camacho and J. Roche, spokespersons,
and
the Hall A Collaboration.
contributed by C. Mun˜oz Camacho.
3.6.1 Introduction
Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) refers to the electroproduction of photons in the Deep Inelastic
Scattering (DIS) kinematics: ep→ epγ. In the Bjorken regime, this reaction is sensitive to the Generalized
Parton Distributions (GPDs) of the nucleon. In the photon electroproduction, the DVCS amplitude interferes
with the so-called Bethe-Heitler (BH) process, where the photon is radiated by the electron, instead of the
proton. Previous measurements of DVCS cross sections, both on the proton [1] and the deuteron [2], showed
a significant contribution of the pure DVCS2 term, comparable to the BH·DVCS interference.
The goal of DVCS experiments E07-007 and E08-025 is to perform a Rosenbluth-like separation of the
pure DVCS2 and the BH·DVCS interference terms from the photon electroproduction cross section. The
cross section was measured at 3 different values of Q2 with an LH2 target (E07-007) and at one Q2 with an
LD2 target (E08-025), all at constant xB = 0.36. Each measurement was performed at two different incident
beam energies Eb.
A secondary goal of the experiments is to perform an L/T separation of the pi0 electroproduction cross
section, from both a proton and deuteron target. The only measurements of pi0 electroproduction cross
sections in Jefferson Lab kinematics are still unseparated [3, 4]. For the proton target, σL and σT will be
measured as a function of Q2 within a limited range: 1.5 to 2.0 GeV2.
3.6.2 Status of the analysis
Calibrations of all subsystems are completed and final physics analysis has started for all different channels
and kinematic settings.
Stability of the data and global normalization has been checked by computing the DIS cross section in a
run-by-run basis. Figure 31 shows, for one of the kinematic settings (Q2 = 1.5 GeV2 and Eb = 3.356 GeV),
the DIS cross section measured as a function of the run number. The stability of the results is below 2%,
once a few runs with identified problems are removed.
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Figure 31: DIS cross section as a function of the run number for the kinematic setting with Q2 = 1.5 GeV2
and Eb = 3.356 GeV. The magenta band shows the stability of the results to 1.6% once 4 particular runs
with identified problems are removed from the analysis.
Table 2 shows a summary of the DIS results for all our kinematics. Results are compared to the ones
obtained using the parametrization of the structure functions [5]. Also, the stability of our results is presented
in the last column.
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Table 2: DIS cross section measured for each kinematic setting. The second column shows the result using
the parametrization of the structure functions [5] and the third column shows our measurement. The relative
difference between these two values is also presented. Finally, the last column represents the stability of our
results as a function of time (run number).
Kinematic setting dσ
TMC
dΩdE
dσTMCexp
dΩdE Relative difference Stability
(nb/GeV/sr) (nb/GeV/sr) (%) (%)
Q2 = 1.50 GeV2, Eb = 3.356 GeV 9 9.26 +2.8 1.6
Q2 = 1.50 GeV2, Eb = 5.552 GeV 55.2 53.3 -3.4 1.3
Q2 = 1.75 GeV2, Eb = 4.454 GeV 13.14 13.14 0 2
Q2 = 1.75 GeV2, Eb = 5.552 GeV 28.93 27.9 -3.4 1.3
Q2 = 2.00 GeV2, Eb = 4.454 GeV 6.6 6.9 +4.5 4
Q2 = 2.00 GeV2, Eb = 5.552 GeV 15.93 15.26 -4 2.2
All photon data have been processed and number of counts for DVCS off the proton and the deuteron
are available for all of the kinematic settings. Figure 32 shows the ep→ eγX missing mass squared M2X off
the proton for the kinematic setting Q2 = 1.5 GeV2 and Eb = 3.356 GeV. Neutral pion decays that yield
only one photon in the DVCS calorimeter are subtracted from the raw data using the sample of events where
the 2 photons of the decay are detected. This contribution is shown in blue in Figure 32.
1-photon S0 
Raw data 
Accidentals 
Final 
Figure 32: DVCS ep→ eγX missing mass squared M2X off the proton, Q2 = 1.5 GeV and Eb = 3.356 GeV.
The black histogram shows the raw data and the red is the final sample, once accidentals (green) and the
contamination from 1-photon pi0s (blue) are subtracted.
The DVCS cross section is extracted using a Monte Carlo simulation of the experimental setup and
integrating the known kinematic factors of the different cross-section terms over each experimental bin.
Thus, the average value of the Compton Form Factors (GPD integrals) are accurately computed in each bin,
regardless of the rapid variation of the cross section within the bins. Figure 33 shows, for one particular bin
in the momentum transfer t of the kinematic setting Q2 = 2.0 GeV2 and Eb = 5.552 GeV, the experimental
number of counts as a function of the angle ϕγ between the leptonic and hadronic planes, together with the
estimate obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation.
DVCS events from the LD2 target are also in advanced stage of analysis. Measurements of DVCS off the
neutron relies on the measurements with an LD2 and the subtraction of the proton contribution obtained
using an LH2 target. Figure 34 shows the ep→ eγX missing mass squared for the same kinematics with both
an LH2 (left) and LD2 (right) target. Accidental and pi0 contamination are subtracted from the raw data
(black) in order to obtain the final DVCS sample (red). The vertical line at M2X = (Mn+mpi)
2 = 1.15 GeV2
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Figure 33: Final number of DVCS counts for Q2 = 2.0 GeV2, Eb = 5.552 GeV and t = −0.25 GeV2 (black
points) as a function of the angle ϕγ between the leptonic and hadronic planes. The red histogram shows
the estimate obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation of the experimental setup.
shows the cut applied to ensure exclusivity.
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Figure 34: DVCS ep → eγX missing mass squared M2X , Q2 = 1.75 GeV and Eb = 5.552 GeV. The black
histogram shows the raw data and the red is the final sample, once accidentals (green and yellow) and the
contamination from 1-photon pi0s (blue) are subtracted. The left plot shows data off a LH2 target and the
right plot corresponds to an LD2 target.
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3.7 E08-005: Target Single-Spin Asymmetry A0y in the Quasi-Elastic
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the Hall A Collaboration.
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3.7.1 Progress of 3He(e, e′n) A0y
Progress has been made on the 3He↑(~e, e′n) target single-spin asymmetry, A0y, for experiment E08-005,
where the target was polarized in the vertical direction, transverse to the beam. In plane wave impulse
approximation (PWIA), this asymmetry is exactly zero. Any non-zero measurement indicates higher-order
effects, such as final state interactions (FSI) and meson exchange currents (MEC).
Data from the RHRS were used to isolate the quasi-elastically scattered electrons using standard kine-
matic cuts. Neutrons were identified using the Hall A Neutron Detector. New analysis was conducted this
past year to examine run-by-run fluctuations of A0y, as illustrated in Fig. 35 for Q
2 = 0.46 (GeV/c)2.
Figure 35: A0y calculated on a run-by-run basis at Q
2 = 0.46 (GeV/c)2.
The analysis was compared directly to Y. Zhang’s 3He↑(e, e′) target single-spin asymmetry by removing
the neutron cuts. Through this comparison, it was found that there were minor corrections to the calculation
of the charge and the live-time that were included into the A0y analysis. This discrepancy, and fix, are shown
in Fig. 36 for Q2 = 0.46 (GeV/c)2.
However, these corrections did not account for the fluctuations seen when the neutron cuts were applied,
shown in Fig. 37. The fluctuations were included as a systematic uncertainty of the neutron cuts using the
χ2 scaling method described in the Review of Particle Physics. In this method, a scaling factor S is defined
by
S =
[
χ2/dof
]1/2
. (19)
This factor is then applied to the total uncertainty. The contribution due to only these fluctuations is then
separated into a systematic contribution and included in the total uncertainty analysis.
A paper summarizing the final results has been prepared and is circulating the collaboration for comments.
We expect to submit the final results to Physics Review Letters in early 2014.
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a)
b)
Figure 36: The 3He↑(e, e′) target single-spin asymmetry was compared to Y. Zhang’s analysis of the same
dataset. Calculations were done using a) the original analysis script and b) the corrected analysis script,
which accounted for minor corrections to the charge and live-time calculations.
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 37: Run-by-run analysis of A0y for Q
2 of a) 0.13 (GeV/c)2, b) 0.46 (GeV/c)2, and c) 0.95 (GeV/c)2
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3.8 E08-007-II: GpE at Low Q
2
M. Friedman, for the E08-007 collaboration
3.8.1 Motivation
The measurement of the proton form factor ratio at low Q2 is important for several reasons. First, the form
factors are fundamental properties of the nucleon that should be measured well to test our understanding
of the nucleon. Second, although theory generally indicates that the form factors vary smoothly with Q2,
there are an unsatisfyingly large number of theoretical calculations, fits, and data points that suggests this
might not be the case, and that there might be narrow structures in the form factors. Experiment E08-
007-II is good enough to either confirm or refute existing suggestions of few percent structures in the form
factors, or in the form factor ratio. Third, it has become apparent that the existing uncertainties in the form
factors are among the leading contributions to uncertainties in determining other physics quantities, such
as the nucleon Zemach radius, the strange form factors determined in parity violation, and the generalized
parton distributions determined in deeply virtual Compton scattering. The improvement possible with this
measurements is substantial. The proton electric and magnetic ”radii” are also directly related to the form
factor slope at Q2 = 0: 〈
r2E/M
〉
= − 6
GE/M (0)
(
dGE/M (Q
2)
dQ2
)
Q2=0
. (20)
Recent results from muonic-hydrogen lamb shift measurements [1] suggest a significantly smaller charge
radius for the proton than the established values, and precise measurement of the form factors at very low
Q2 may help to resolve this discrepancy.
3.8.2 The Experiment
E08-007-II was run in parallel with E08-027. Details about the experiment can be found in the experiment
section of E08-027. All E08-007-II runs were taken with a magnetic field of 5T. The kinematics are listed in
Table 3.
3.8.3 Experimental Progress
Details about optics, helicity and other calibrations are listed in the experimental progress section of E08-027.
The target polarization analysis is completed, with relative uncertainties of ∼2%-3%. These uncertainties
are still under investigation.
A preliminary extraction of the raw data has been completed, with the available calibrations, for the
entire data set. Analysis of the data with the available optics is complete, and the physical asymmetries are
listed in Table 3.
The proton data in this experiment is diluted by elastic and quasi-elastic scattering off nitrogen (in
the ammonia) and helium (cooling liquid). While elastic cross section data for 4He is available, we have
only a single experiment for 14N elastic cross section in the relevant Q2 range. Neither 4He nor 14N has
experimental quasi-elastic cross section data. In order to estimate our dilution we are working in parallel
on three techniques: A. Using 12C dilution runs and scaling the magnitude by the elastic peaks. B. Writing
MC simulations, based on phenomenological cross section models, and comparing to experimental data. C.
Analyzing unpublished 14N quasi-elastic cross section data.
At present, the dilution analysis is based on carbon data with results shown in Table 3. An example
extraction is shown in Fig. 38. MC simulations are not yet sufficiently good for extracting experimental
data. (See Fig. 39 for example). When optics calibrations are done, we will be able to improve the transport
calculations from the target to the focal plane and hopefully improve our results.
After background analysis is done, we are able to extract physical asymmetries for each kinematic setup
and binning. Asymmetries are calculated for each run separately, and the mean value and its uncertainty are
extracted by fitting to a constant number. Fig. 40 shows an example of such extraction. Table 3 summarizes
our preliminary results. These should be taken with caution, since calibrations and dilution analysis are not
yet final.
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Figure 38: Background subtraction procedure, 1.7 GeV left arm data. Top-left is the dilution run, and top-
right is the production run. The black line represents the fpX limit used for normalization. The separation
between hydrogen elastic peak and other events is not clear enough. The bottom-left is the subtraction
after normalizing, and the bottom-right is the same in log scale. Two different cuts are show, and used for
consistency purposes
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Figure 39: Monte-Carlo simulation of production data at 2.2 GeV (left arm), compared to experimental
data. Agreement is not yet good enough for dilution analysis.
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Figure 40: An example for physical asymmetry extraction. This data is for the left arm, 1.7 GeV runs. The
uncertainty is extracted by the fit, and the χ2 values are listed in Table 3.
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3.9 E08-009: 4He(e, e′p)3H at xb = 1.24
A. Saha, D. Higinbotham, F. Benmokhtar, S. Gilad, and K. Aniol, spokespersons
and
Students: S. Iqbal(CSULA) and N. See(CSULA)
and
the Hall A Collaboration.
contributed by K. Aniol.
3.9.1 Experimental Conditions
The data were taken in collaboration with the SRC(E07-006) measurement during April 13 and April 14,
2011 for 16 hours of running. Our measurements provide the low missing momenta data taken at the 0.153
GeV/c and 0.353 GeV/c kinematic settings, which complement the high missing momenta data of the SRC
experiment. A 20 cm long cryogenic 4He target at 20K and 10 atmosphere provided a thickness of about
8 × 1022/cm2. The electron beam energy was 4.454 GeV. This is the first measurement of 4He(e, e′p)X at
this value of xb = 1.24. The M.S. thesis by Sophia Iqbal [1] gives greater detail on the data’s analysis.
3.9.2 Motivation
A theoretical description of 4He(e, e′p)X is critical for understanding nuclear structure. In particular, one
must be able to include many body forces in the theory. The reaction we measured actually includes multiple
exit channels, that is, X = 3H, n +2 H and n+n+p nuclear and nucleonic channels. At the beam energy
used here meson production also contributes to X. Our first goal is to compare the data for 4He(e, e′p)3H
to theoretical calculations provided by the Madrid group [2]. The missing energy spectra also reveal a broad
peak attributed [3] to the absorption of the virtual photon on a pair of nucleons.
3.9.3 Emiss Spectra
The Emiss spectrum calculated from the Hall A analyzer variable SKxceb.emiss shows a strong dependence
on the ReactPt_L.y value as seen in figure 41. We made a linear fit in the root analysis script correcting for
the slope using:
TString ec_emiss(”SKxceb.emiss - 1.7255*(ReactPt_L.y - 0.0006)”);
The two dimensional plot after applying this correction is shown in figure 42.
The Emiss spectra with the ytgt corrections applied are shown in figures 43, 44, 45.
3.9.4 Simulations
During the root replay of the GEANT simulations the electron momenta and proton momenta were subjected
to Gaussian broadening to match the FHWM of the strong triton peak seen in the 0.153GeV/c data.
eexs = eexs*gRandom.Gaus(mean,sig1);
eeys=eeys*gRandom.Gaus(mean,sig1);
eezs=eezs*gRandom.Gaus(mean,sig1);
ppxs=ppxs*gRandom.Gaus(mean,sig1);
ppys=ppys*gRandom.Gaus(mean,sig1);
ppzs=ppzs*gRandom.Gaus(mean,sig1);
A comparison between the simulated Emiss triton spectrum using sig1 = 1.×10−4 and sig1 = 6.53×10−4
is shown in figure 46. The data and the simulated triton peaks are shown in figures 47, 48.
The wide momentum acceptances of the HRSs’ allows for a broad missing momentum acceptance. In the
simulation each point within the spectrometers’ apertures has an equal probability of being a target for a
vertex electron or proton. The 3 body kinematical and geometrical limitations are correctly determined by
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Figure 41: Emiss defined by SKxceb.emiss vs ytgt for the 0.153GeV/c kinematic setting.
GEANT. We thus define the missing momentum acceptance factor, f(pm), for a bin of missing momentum
centered around pm as
f(pm) =
n(pm)∑
n(pm)
. (21)
Where n(pm) is the number of triton events in the missing momentum bin centered on pm and
∑
n(pm)
is the total number of triton events over all missing momenta for the particular kinematic setting. This
factor, f(pm) is used in the cross section determinations for each missing momentum bin. An example of
the simulation prediction for the missing momenta spectra is shown in figure 49.
The simulation also allows us to determine the fraction of triton events which fall outside of the window
we place around the triton peak in the data. This loss of tritons is due to radiative processes and multiple
scattering. A more extended discussion of the simulation is in reference [4].
3.9.5 SRC target behavior
The SRC target presented challenges for cross section measurements. We are grateful to Patricia Solvignon
and Zhihong Ye for sharing their results about their ztgt analysis of this target and especially to Silviu
Covrig for providing CFD calculations [6].
The SRC target container is an aluminum can of length 20cm. Cryogenic 4He enters and exits at the
upstream end of the target. There is no outlet for the fluid at the downstream end of the can. A diagram
of the target from a CFD calculation for a 95µA electron beam is shown in figure 50.
The issue with the SRC target, which inspired extensive study, was the non monotonic decrease in event
rate as a function of distance between the beam in and beam out points along the z axis seen in figure 51.
The first concern was that the beam was hitting some structures besides the 4He target. However, there
were no other indications of a misdirected beam or beam halo hitting anything but the cryogenic target.
The shape of the ztgtL distribution was very stable. The beam currents used for the short runs of E08009,
60µA, 47µA, and the long SRC runs at 4µA show no significant difference in ztgtL shape except for the
decrease in count rate.
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Figure 42: Emiss corrected for the ytgt slope for the 0.153GeV/c kinematic setting.
Figure 43: Emiss for the 0.153GeV/c kinematic setting.
Although the CFD calculations do not match exactly with the ztgtL distributions seen in the experiment,
they do show that the ztgtL distribution will not be a smooth function along the beam axis. Perhaps with
sufficient tuning of the parameters or models used in the CFD calculations a match can be made with
experiment. The SRC target is a challenge computationally. We were able to extract the target density,
ρ(z, I) from a combination of the measure ztgtL distributions and the 4µA predictions from CFD. More
details of the SRC target analysis are found in references [1] and [5].
3.9.6 Cross Section Results and Theory
Our data and theory for the cross section for 4He(e, e′p)3H, dσdEdΩedΩp , is shown in figure 52. A comparison
between theory and data for proton angles between 35 degrees and 47 degrees yields
Σσdata(θp)sin(θp)dθp
Σσtheory(θp)sin(θp)dθp
≤ 0.68. (22)
Tables containing the cross sections for data and theory are found in the thesis [1].
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Figure 44: Emiss for the 0.353GeV/c kinematic setting.
Figure 45: Emiss for the 0.500GeV/c kinematic setting.
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Figure 46: GEANT simulations, Gaussian broadened, of the triton missing energy spectrum. The black
curve is for sigma = 1.× 10−4 and the red curve is offset to match the data with sigma = 6.53× 10−4.
Figure 47: GEANT simulation(black curve) and data(red curve) for the 0.153GeV/c kinematic setting.
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Figure 48: GEANT simulation(black curve) and data(orange curve) for the 0.353GeV/c kinematic setting.
Figure 49: GEANT missing momentum spectra for 0.153GeV/c(black) and 0.353GeV/c(red) as determined
at the spectrometer apertures.
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Figure 50: Computational Fluid Dynamic calculation [6] for the SRC target. drho is the loss in percent of
density from the input fluid.
Figure 51: Normalized counts per Coulomb(vertical axis) along the beam’s path for 4 different beam currents.
4µA(black), 47µA(blue), 60µA(red). The horizontal axis is along z in meters. The aluminum end caps are
seen as sharp spikes at ±0.1m.
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Figure 52: Cross sections for 0.153GeV/c(closed dots), 0.353GeV/c(open dots) and Madrid The-
ory(asterisks) [2]. The units are cm
2
MeV ∗sR2 . The first two theory values are underestimates because the theory
values we have are only valid above 0.150GeV/c, but the simulations and data continue below 0.150GeV/c.
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3.10 E08-010: Measurement of the Coulomb quadrupole amplitude at the γ∗p→
∆(1232) in the low momentum transfer region
S. Gilad, D. W. Higinbotham, A. Sarty and N. F. Sparveris, spokespersons,
Graduate students: D. Anez (St. Mary’s), A. Blomberg (Temple)
and the Hall A Collaboration.
contributed by N.F. Sparveris
3.10.1 Introduction
Hadrons are composite systems with complex quark-gluon and meson cloud dynamics that give rise to
non-spherical components in their wave-function which in a classical limit and at large wavelengths will
correspond to a ”deformation”. In recent years an extensive experimental and theoretical effort has been
focused on identifying and understanding the origin of possible non-spherical amplitudes in the nucleon wave-
function [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29].
The spectroscopic quadrupole moment provides the most reliable and interpretable measurement of these
components; for the proton, the only stable hadron, it vanishes identically because of its spin 1/2 nature. As a
result, the presence of resonant quadrupole amplitudes in the N → ∆ transition has emerged as the definitive
experimental signature of non spherical amplitudes. Spin-parity selection rules in the γ∗N → ∆ transition
allow only magnetic dipole (M1) and electric quadrupole (E2) or Coulomb quadrupole (C2) photon absorption
multipoles (or the corresponding pion production multipoles M
3/2
1+ , E
3/2
1+ and S
3/2
1+ (L
3/2
1+ ) respectively) to
contribute. The ratios CMR = Re(S
3/2
1+ /M
3/2
1+ ) and EMR = Re(E
3/2
1+ /M
3/2
1+ ) are routinely used to present
the relative magnitude of the amplitudes of interest. Non-vanishing resonant quadrupole amplitudes will
signify the presence of non-spherical components in either the proton or in the ∆+(1232), or more likely at
both; moreover, their Q2 evolution is expected to provide insight into the mechanism that generate them.
In the constituent-quark picture of hadrons, the non-spherical amplitudes are a consequence of the non-
central, color-hyperfine interaction among quarks [30]. However, it has been shown that this mechanism
only provides a small fraction of the observed quadrupole signal at low momentum transfers, with the
magnitudes of this effect for the predicted E2 and C2 amplitudes [2] being at least an order of magnitude too
small to explain the experimental results and with the dominant M1 matrix element being ' 30% low [2].
A likely cause of these dynamical shortcomings is that the quark model does not respect chiral symmetry,
whose spontaneous breaking leads to strong emission of virtual pions (Nambu-Goldstone bosons) [29]. These
couple to nucleons as ~σ · ~p, where ~σ is the nucleon spin, and ~p is the pion momentum. The coupling is
strong in the p-wave and mixes in nonzero angular-momentum components. Based on this, it is physically
reasonable to expect that the pionic contributions increase the M1 and dominate the E2 and C2 transition
matrix elements in the low-Q2 (large distance) domain. This was first indicated by adding pionic effects to
quark models [31], subsequently shown in pion cloud model calculations [22, 24], and recently demonstrated
in chiral effective field theory calculations [28, 32]. Our current understanding of the nucleon suggests that
at low-Q2 (large distance) the pionic cloud effect dominates while at high-Q2 (short distance) intra-quark
forces dominate.
Recent high precision experimental results [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] are
in reasonable agreement with predictions of models suggesting the presence of non-spherical amplitudes and
in strong disagreement with all nucleon models that assume sphericity for the proton and the ∆. With
the existence of these components well established, recent investigations have focused on understanding the
various mechanisms that could generate them. Dynamical reaction models with pion cloud effects [22],
[23] bridge the constituent quark models gap and are in qualitative agreement with the Q2 evolution of the
experimental data. These models calculate the resonant channels from dynamical equations; they account for
the virtual pion cloud contribution dynamically but have an empirical parametrization of the inner (quark)
core contribution which gives them some flexibility in the observables. They find that a large fraction of
the quadrupole multipole strength arises due to the pionic cloud with the effect reaching a maximum value
in the region Q2 = 0.10 (GeV/c)2 (see Fig. 53). Results from effective field theoretical (chiral) calculations
[28, 32], solidly based on QCD, can also successfully account for the magnitude of the effects giving further
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Figure 53: The effect of the pionic cloud to the resonant amplitudes as predicted by the Sato-Lee calculation
[22]. Solid line includes the pion cloud contribution while the dashed line neglects the pion cloud effect.
credence to the dominance of the meson cloud effect in the low Q2 region. Recent results from lattice QCD
[21] are also of special interest since they are for the first time accurate enough to allow a comparison to
experiment. The chirally extrapolated [28] values of CMR and EMR are found to be nonzero and negative
in the low Q2 region, in qualitative agreement with the experimental results, thus linking the experimental
evidence for the non-spherical amplitudes directly to QCD while highlighting the importance of future lattice
calculations using lighter quark masses and further refining the chiral extrapolation procedure.
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Figure 54: Left panel: The missing mass spectrum for the reconstructed (undetected) pion after the
subtraction of accidentals. Right panel: Raw and corrected coincidence Time of Flight spectrum; an excellent
timing resolution of 1.6 ns has been achieved after the ToF corrections.
3.10.2 The Experiment
The E08-010 experiment aim to explore the low momentum transfer region at the nucleon - ∆(1232) transi-
tion, where the pionic cloud effects are expected to dominate. The experiment ran in February and March of
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2011 and achieved all the quantitative and qualitative goals of the experiment proposal. High precision mea-
surements of the p(e, e′p)pi◦ excitation channel were provided. The two High Resolution Spectrometers were
utilized to detect in coincidence electrons and protons respectively while the 6 cm and 15 cm liquid hydrogen
targets and an electron beam of Eo = 1.15 GeV at 75 µA were used throughout the experiment. High
precision measurements were conducted in the Q2 = 0.04 (GeV/c)2 to 0.13 (GeV/c)2 range. The experiment
will offer results of unprecedented precision in the low momentum transfer region and will extend the knowl-
edge of the Coulomb quadrupole amplitude lower in momentum transfer. Furthermore these measurements
will resolve observed discrepancies between measurements of other labs. Two parallel analysis efforts are
currently in progress, by Temple University and St. Mary’s University, in order to provide important cross
checks throughout all the steps of the analysis. The analysis stage involving calibrations has been completed.
In Fig. 54 the Missing Mass spectrum (after background subtraction), corresponding to the undetected pion,
as well as the corrected time of flight spectrum are presented. An excellent timing resolution of 1.6 ns has
been achieved. Currently the effort has moved on to the kinematical phase space analysis, the extraction of
the spectrometer cross sections and the extraction of the resonant amplitudes. In Fig. 55 the measured cross
section is presented for the parallel cross section measurement at the highest momentum transfer kinematics
of this experiment. The cross section measurements will allow for the extraction of CMR with unprecedented
precision at the low momentum transfer region. The projected uncertainties for the CMR are presented in
Fig. 56. The new results will allow an in depth exploration of the nucleon dynamics, offering a very precise
signature of the pion cloud, and will provide strong constraints to modern theoretical calculations that will
in turn allow for a more complete understanding of the nucleon structure.
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Figure 55: The measured cross section is presented for the parallel cross section measurement at Q2 =
0.125 (GeV/c)2.
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3.11 E08-011: ~e−2H Parity Violating Deep Inelastic Scattering (PVDIS) at
CEBAF 6 GeV
R. Michaels, P.E. Reimer, X. Zheng, spokespersons,
K. Pan, D. Wang, graduate students,
and
the Hall A Collaboration.
contributed by R. Michaels
In the past year, our collaboration has published three journal articles to document the results of our
2009 run [1, 2, 3]. The DAQ, trigger, detectors, PID, and deadtime corrections were documented in detail in
ref [1]. The measurements in the resonance region were published in [2] and compared to models; this was
the first parity-violating data covering the full resonance region, and the result showed that quark-hadron
duality holds true, at the several percent level, for the electroweak structure functions. Recently, a paper
on the main DIS results was accepted by Nature [3]. A fourth and probably final archival paper with many
other details is expected to be finished in 2014.
As a reminder, the experiment measured the parity violating asymmetry of ~e−2H deep inelastic scattering
(PVDIS). A simple formula which neglects sea quarks and radiative corrections is
ADISPV ≈
3GFQ
2
10
√
2piα
[(
2C1u − C1d
)
+ Y3
(
2C2u − C2d
)]
(23)
whereGF is the Fermi constant, α is the fine structure constant, Q
2 is the square of the four-momentum trans-
fer (we ran at Q2 = 1.1 and 1.9 (GeV/c)2), and Y3 is a kinematic function. The constants “C(1u),(1d),(2u),(2d)”
are products of the fundamental electroweak coupling constants for up (u) and down (d) quarks; in the Stan-
dard model they can be written as simple functions of the Weinberg angle. Consider the first-order Feynmann
diagram for the process. The parity violation arises either from axial coupling at the electron vertex (the
C1 terms) or at the quark vertex (the C2 terms). For details, see ref [3]. While Qweak [4] and other experi-
ments provide precise constraints on the C1 terms, the unique contribution of the e08011 measurement is an
extraction of the C2 terms. We have improved the precision of the vector-electron axial-vector-quark (VA)
interaction term combination 2C2u − C2d over the world value [5, 6] by a factor of five.
The main experimental challenges were the high event rate (600 kHz), the pion contamination (controlled
at the< 4×10−4 level), the deadtime uncertainty (< 0.4% ), and the beam polarimetry [dP/P = (1.2−1.8)%]
[1, 2, 3]. The success of the experiment bodes well for the 12 GeV DIS parity program, which has similar,
though significantly more challenging, experimental issues and goals.
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3.12 E08-014: The x > 2 experiment
J. Arrington, D. Day, D. Higinbotham and P. Solvignon, spokespersons,
and
the Hall A Collaboration.
contributed by P. Solvignon and Zhihong Ye.
3.12.1 Motivations
The shell model has been partially successful in describing many features of nuclei such as the structure and
energies of the nuclear excited states. However, about 30-40% of the nucleonic strength predicted by the shell
model to be in shells below the Fermi level is not seen in the experimental data [1]. This missing strength
is thought to be due to the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction at short distances and the fact that the close
packing of nucleons in nuclei results in a significant probability of overlapping nucleon wavefunctions. These
overlapping nucleons belong to a short range correlated cluster and exhibit high momenta, well above the
Fermi momentum in the nucleus [2].
Short-range correlations (SRC) are now well accepted as a key ingredient in the formulation of real-
istic nuclear wave functions. This means that the experimental characterization of SRC is crucial to the
development of accurate nuclear structure calculations. Recent results from JLab experiment E01-015 [3]
confirmed the overwhelming dominance of the proton-neutron pairs in two-nucleon SRCs. These two-nucleon
knockout experiments are very sensitive to the isospin structure as they are able to measure both pp and
pn correlations. However, they have also to deal with potentially large final state interactions which plague
coincidence measurements at high missing momentum.
Although inclusive scattering is typically isospin-blind, isospin sensitivity, also called “tensor dominance”,
can be identified through a careful choice of complementary targets. Isospin-independent and isospin-
dependent models predict 25% differences in the cross-section ratios of the two medium-weight nuclei, 48Ca
and 40Ca. E08-014 complements two-nucleon knockout experiments, for which other physical processes
make it difficult to extract a model-independent and precise quantitative measure of the isospin asymmetry.
Further insights will be obtained after the JLab 12GeV upgrade from the use of two light mirror nuclei
3He and 3H [4]; in addition to further enhanced isospin sensitivity in these light nuclei, realistic theoretical
calculations can be performed where the nucleon-nucleon potential components and their amplitudes can be
separated.
At x > 2, the cross-sections from nuclei heavier than deuterium are expected to be dominated by three-
nucleon short-range correlations (3N-SRCs). Results from Hall C experiment E02-019 [5] show a discrepancy
with the CLAS results [6] in the x > 2 region, while being in very good agreement the 2N-SRC region. E02-
019 is at higher Q2 than CLAS, and this is consistent with the hint of possible Q2 dependence in the CLAS
results (see figure 3 of the original proposal [7]). These new data and observations make our measurement
decisive in the effort to map precisely the 3N-SRC region and resolve this new issue. E08-014 will also be the
first measurement of isospin dependence of 3N-SRC. The amplitude and properties of SRCs have important
implications not only for the structure of the neutron stars and their cooling process [8] but also in the search
for neutrino oscillation [9].
3.12.2 Analysis status
JLab experiment E08-014 ran in April-May 2011. This experiment aims at mapping the 2N and 3N-SRC
scaling behaviors. It also provides the first test of the SRC isospin dependence in inclusive electron-nucleus
scattering by using two Calcium isotopes. This experiment used the standard Hall A high resolution spec-
trometers configured for electron detection.
The calibrations of all beam diagnostic elements, spectrometer optics and detectors are done and all
efficiencies have been evaluated. This past year the analysis efforts were directed on the target density
study, complicated by the non-uniformed flow of coolant along the cells. The cooling flow was covering only
the upstream half of the cell and therefore the gas/liquid density in this part of the cell was higher than
in the downstream half. Also, as expected, this density gradient between the upstream and downstream
parts of the cell increases with the beam current. This is mostly an issue for the determination of the target
luminosity and the radiative corrections. Data were taken at a range of currents and extrapolated to zero
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current to determine the overall density change due to beam heating, while the z-dependence of the density
as observed from the data is replicated in the simulation to account for the varying density. The cross section
are generated versus the variable xbj with each bin being an average over t he target length, i.e. xbj does not
dependent on the vertex position. However the radiative corrections depend on the location of the reaction.
The density distribution along the cell was extracted by fitting the vertex spectra of each cell and then fed
into the Monte Carlo simulation to determine the radiative correction factor related to the vertex position.
The analysis of E08-014 is in its final stage for the isospin study with the data on 40Ca and 48Ca. The
iteration of the cross section model (Hall C XEM model) has been carried on in order to fit our kinematical
region. Corrections for the Coulomb distortion [10] have to be added to the analysis. Then the radiative
corrections and cross section model iteration procedure will be finalized. Preliminary results on the isospin
ratio are shown in Fig. 57. Recent theoretical work predicts that the probability to find a np pair is the
same in 40Ca and in 48Ca [11].
Figure 57: Preliminary results (statistical errors only) on the isospin ratio, i.e. per-nucleon cross section
ratio 48Ca/40Ca. Theoretical calculation [11] predicts this ratio to be one in the 2N-SRC region.
For the 2N-SRC and 3N-SRC measurements, special care needs to be taken for these data because of the
non-uniformity of the 2H, 3He and 4He target density.
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3.13 E08-027: gp2
A. Camsonne, J.P. Chen, D. Crabb, K. Slifer, spokespersons,
and
the Hall A Collaboration.
contributed by M. Cummings
3.13.1 Motivation
The deviation of the nucleon’s spin dependent properties from point like behavior in inclusive electron
scattering can be described by the spin structure functions (SSF) g1 and g2. While g1 can be expressed in
terms of quark distribution functions, g2 contains contributions from higher order interactions, and so has
no simple interpretation in the quark-parton model. Measurements of g2 for the proton, specifically at low
to moderate Q2, are scarce; currently, the lowest momentum transfer investigated is 1.3 GeV2, by the RSS
collaboration [1].
The data from this experiment will provide insight on several outstanding physics puzzles, such as why
Chiral Perturbation Theory (χPT) calculations fail to predict the behavior of the longitudinally-transverse
spin polarizability (δLT ) for the neutron [3]; a surprising outcome as δLT is seen as a good test of QCD
dynamics due to its insensitivity to the delta resonance [4, 5, 6]. Additionally, they will provide a test of the
Burkhardt-Cottingham Sum rule, which says that the integral of g2 over the Bjorken scaling variable x is
zero. This sum rule has been tested for the neutron, but the lack of data for gp2 leaves this sum rule largely
untested for the proton. Furthermore, a lack of knowledge of the SSF at low Q2 is a limiting factor of QED
calculations of bound-state systems, such as the hydrogen atom. The energy levels of the hydrogen atom can
be measured to very high accuracy, to the point where the leading uncertainty of the corresponding QED
calculations comes from the finite size of the nucleon as characterized by the SSF and elastic form factors.
Finally, recent results from PSI [2] for the proton charge radius 〈Rp〉 via measurements of the lamb shift in
muonic hydrogen suggest a discrepancy from the value obtained from elastic electron-proton scattering. The
leading uncertainty in these calculations comes from differing values of the Zemach radius, determined from
integrals of the SSF and elastic form factors.
Figure 58: Achieved kinematic coverage during the experimental run period. The vertical axis on the right
hand side is the extrapolation to constant Q2.
3.13.2 The Experiment
The gp2 experiment collected data successfully from March-May of 2012. An inclusive measurement was
performed in the low Q2 region 0.02 < Q2 < 0.20 GeV2 (see figure 58) at forward angles to obtain the
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Figure 59: Installation of the gp2 experiment in Hall A. The third arm detector was located on the left-hand
side of the bottom target platform.
proton spin-dependent cross sections. From these data the gp2 structure function will be extracted along with
the longitudinally-transverse spin polarizability δLT . This experiment required a large scale installation
in Hall A, as shown in figure 59. A solid ammonia target was polarized through the process of Dynamic
Nuclear Polarization (DNP). In order to compensate for the the deflection of the beam by the large target
magnetic field, a pair of chicane magnets was installed upstream of the target. To reach the small scattering
angle of 5.69◦ necessary for this kinematic range, a septum magnet was installed downstream of the target.
New beamline diagnostics (BPM and BCM) were required due to the low beam current (50-100nA) needed
throughout the run to maintain the target polarization. For certain kinematics, a local beam dump was
necessary, located just downstream of the septum magnets. Finally, a new scintillator detector, the third
arm, was developed specifically for this experiment as a cross check of the product of the beam and target
polarization. The third arm was placed on the target platform to collect elastically scattered protons at
large scattering angles to provide a measurement of the elastic proton asymmetry.
3.13.3 Status of Analysis
HRS Detector efficiencies are needed as a correction to the cross section. The VDCs provide tracking in-
formation for both arms of the HRS, which provides good position and angle reconstruction. However, due
to the high event rate, it is possible that multiple particles will pass through the drift chambers simulta-
neously; as many as 30% of events can have multiple track for certain kinematic settings. This presents
a large uncertainty to the cross section if left uncorrected. The multitrack events are carefully examined
and resolved, bringing the systematic uncertainty down to below ∼1% for all kinematic settings. The total
VDC efficiency can be seen in figure 60. Efficiencies from the other spectrometer detectors, including the
s1 and s2m trigger scintillators, gas Cherenkov, and lead glass calorimeters were seen to be high (∼99% or
higher) throughout the run, indicating good detector performance. PID cuts were determined to minimize
the amount of residual pion contamination and maintain and overall detection efficiency of 99%.
The optics calibration without target field has been updated to include beam positions obtained from
fitting the focal plane data. Forward and reverse transport functions between the target and focal plane,
used to describe the magnetic field system without the target field, were fitted with simulation data from
the SNAKE Model. These functions have been incorporated into the gp2 simulation package to describe the
trajectories of outgoing electrons. A comparison between simulation results and optics data at the target
plane is being done; the quantities match well, but more tuning to refine the comparison results is currently
underway. Additionally, efforts are being focused on optics analysis with the target field on. Due to problems
with the right-HRS septum magnet during the run, multiple calibrations will be needed to correspond to
the different magnet coil configurations.
A Monte-Carlo simulation program was developed to simulate the affect of the target and septum fields in
combination with the HRS. The program is based on the Hall A Single Arm Monte-Carlo (SAMC) package
and is extended to work with the target field. The simulation setup has been tuned with our experimental
configuration, including two target field settings and several different versions of the septum field model.
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Figure 60: Total VDC efficiency for all LHRS runs, after multitrack events have been accounted for. The
efficiency is > 99% for most kinematic settings.
The programs also include several different cross section models and fittings in the elastic and resonance
kinematic regions. The package will be used in the optics calibration with target field and the spectrometer
acceptance study.
Beam position information is very important for optimization of the optics. For the straight through
calibration, two harps were used to determine the position of the beam. During the course of the run, the
BPMB division (attenuation) was changed; present efforts are focused on determining a different calibration
method to account for this change. Additionally, a study is underway to understand and account for the
fluctuation of the pedestal throughout the run period. The gp2 experiment is using the same helicity scheme
set up by the QWEAK experiment. Both the helicity flip rate and the DAQ rate are high, so a new standalone
package was developed to decode the helicity information under these conditions.
Figure 61: Run by run polarization results for the 2.5T magnetic field setting (left) and 5T magnetic field
setting (right).
A precise measurement of the target polarization is needed to extract the physics asymmetry. During
this experiment two different target fields, 2.5T and 5T, were necessary to achieve the desired kinematic
range. The calibration constants, used to convert the measured NMR signal into a useable polarization,
have been calculated for all ammonia samples and applied to the data to determine the average polarization
on a run-by-run basis. The final run polarizations can be seen in figure 61. An average polarization of 70%
for the 5T field setting and 15% for the 2.5T field setting were observed. Polarization uncertainties due to
measurement precision and statistical fluctuations have been calculated to less than 5%.
Once beam position calibrations, optics with target field and acceptance studies have been completed, the
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cross section can be extracted. Studies are underway to calculate the packing fraction and dilution factor,
which will determine the percentage of electrons that were not scattered from a proton in the ammonia
target. Analysis of data taken with the third arm, which will be used as a cross check of the beam and target
polarization, is also in progress. Preliminary physics asymmetries and yields can be seen in figure 62.
Figure 62: Left: Preliminary physics asymmetries for the longitudinal and transverse magnetic field setting.
Right: Preliminary yields showing the nitrogen and proton elastic peaks.
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3.14 The Super Bigbite Spectrometer
Progress by the Super Bigbite Collaboration
contributed by S. Riordan
for the Super Bigbite Collaboration.
This a summary of the progress on the DOE funded SBS Project as well as the many separate depen-
dencies, experiments using the same equipment, and collaborative efforts.
3.14.1 Overview
The Super Bigbite (SBS) project is a collection of experiments based around utilizing large-acceptance
single dipole spectrometers designed to operate in a high rate environment in conjunction with the upgraded
12 GeV CEBAF accelerator. The types of experiments this is suited for typically require high statistics but
only moderate momentum resolution and may either be coincidental electron-hadron scattering (requiring
two arms) or single-arm inclusive. The experimental program as a DOE project is formally defined by three
high Q2 elastic form factor measurements, specifically GpE/G
p
M , G
n
E/G
n
M , G
n
M , but the collaborative effort
also includes An1 and SIDIS using a
3−→He target. These experiments are
• E12-07-109, GEp
• E12-09-016, GEn
• E12-09-019, GMn
• E12-09-018, SIDIS
• E12-06-122, An1 .
This program is addressing an important part of the Jefferson Lab’s 12 GeV goals. It is pushes the bound-
aries of previous high momentum-transfers and large Bjorken-x with what is now kinematically accessible
with the 11 GeV beam in Hall A and allows for many tests of theoretical models describing fundamental
nucleon structure. In particular, these tests aim towards understanding the nucleon in non-perturbative
QCD, mapping out the non-perturbative to perturbative transition, and relating to fundamental questions
about the role of angular momentum in nucleon structure.
Over the last year there have been many developments including progress on new hardware systems and
structuring of the collaboration. More documentation over the entirety of the project can be found online [1].
3.14.2 Organization
The SBS Collaboration has been formally organized with the adoption of a charter and consists of the overlap
of collaborations of experiments using all or parts of the equipment of SBS. This includes those beyond the
experiments in the formal DOE project. The coordinating committee for the collaboration consists of two
program scientists, the Hall A leader, and a representative from each experiment, one of which acting as the
chair. This body consists of
• Gordon Cates, UVA, Program Scientist
• Evaristo Cisbani, INFN, GEp Representative
• Cynthia Keppel, JLab, Hall Leader
• Nilanga Liyanage, UVA, An1 Representative
• Andrew Puckett, UConn, SIDIS Representative
• Seamus Riordan, UMass Amherst, GEn Representative
• Brian Quinn, CMU, GMn Representative and Chair
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• Bogdan Wojtsekhowski, JLab, Principle Program Scientist
Additionally, outside of the collaboration, in 2014 Mark Jones of Jefferson Lab will replace John LeRose
as Project Manager.
3.14.3 Instrumentation Progress
3.14.3.1 48D48 Magnet One critical component of the SBS project is the 48D48 magnet, which serves
as the magnetic element for the hadronic arm of these experiments. In the last year, considerable progress has
been made in acquiring the existing magnet, designing the iron and coil configuration, as well as simulating
magnetic characteristics. The existing magnet iron was acquired from Brookhaven in August. A contract to
construct a new power supply was awarded and new coils for the magnet have been been ordered. Drawings
for the modification of the iron yoke have also been completed. Commissioning of the magnet and power
supply is expected to begin later in 2014.
Numerous TOSCA magnetic field simulations have been performed, including analysis of the full magnetic
systems of Bigbite and Super Bigbite. These studies are ongoing. This magnetic shielding is particularly
important, as the magnet will be situated near the target areas as well as have beamline components run
through it when at small angles. Field maps from these simulations have become available and can now be
included within detailed Geant4 simulations of backgrounds and counting rates.
3.14.3.2 GEM Detectors Several sets of GEM detectors are being constructed by groups at INFN and
UVA and will be used in both the hadron and electron arms of these experiments. In the last year, two full
sized 50 × 50 cm2 chambers have been built at UVA and one was successfully tested at Fermilab as well
as several prototype chambers which have been thoroughly tested with cosmic rays. The UVA contract to
produce the first 29 modules was awarded and orders for the GEM components have been placed.
The INFN collaboration has assembled three 40× 50 cm2 “pre-final” modules and have been performing
in-beam tests at DESY in magnetic fields up to 500 Gauss. Two full chambers are expected to be produced
by the end of 2014. Orders for all GEM components and electronics have been placed.
Testing of two APV25 readout systems are being carried out, using a stand-alone SRS (scalable readout
system) at UVA or the VME-based INFN MPD system.
The INFN group is also working on the development of two small silicon microstrip planes (10× 20 cm2,
50 µm pitch) which could improve the tracking of the primary particles in the front tracker. Impact of these
silicon planes on the SBS tracking is under careful evaluation.
3.14.3.3 Calorimetry There are two primary calorimetry projects required to fully realize SBS. This
includes the electromagnetic calorimeter for the GEp experiment and the hadronic calorimeter, both outside
of the DOE project, which is used in the hadron arm in the coincident trigger experiments.
A primary concern for the electromagnetic calorimeter is the darkening of lead-glass blocks as they absorb
radiation. The essence of the sensitivity of the lead glass to radiation is due to the heavy metals in the glass
and the low electrical conductivity, which leads to the accumulation of ions. Two curing processes have
been used in the past and are under investigation. A UV curing process, which typically requires downtime
during running is under investigation by collaborators at William and Mary, Norfolk State University, and
Christopher Newport University. Continuous UV curing is one of the goals of the group’s effort, in particular
finding the appropriate UV source and filters to eliminate visible light. This group has also studied the
possibility of using the sampling calorimeter technology, in the form of shashliks to avoid the problem of
radiation damage. A viable solution was arrived at, but the current funding situation precludes its use at
the present time.
Additionally, a thermal annealing method which operates continuously is under investigation at JLab.
The key elements of the annealing concept have been fully tested and engineering aspects of this system are
being developed. The use of low-energy but high intensity accelerators at Idaho State University is planned
to irradiate blocks for final proof of the annealing methods.
The hadronic calorimeter, HCal-J, is being designed and prototyped at Carnegie Mellon University with
support from INFN Catania and is heading to full construction. A design of optical parts of the modules the
wavelength shifter and light guides, has been completed as well a concept for the overall support structure.
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Samples of specialized plastic scintillator were obtained to determine an optimal PPO concentration to
maximize the light yield and production of this scintillator for the full detector has been funded and initiated.
A mechanical prototype module is expected to be completed this January, a complete detailed design in June,
and full scale construction beginning later in 2014.
3.14.3.4 Polarized 3He Target The polarized 3He target is at the heart of the An1 , G
n
E , and SIDIS
experiments and provides an effective polarized neutron target and has been employed at the lab for many
years with beam currents up to 15 µA with 60% polarization. However to reach sufficient luminosity, beam
currents up to 60 µA and extending the length to almost 60 cm presents new challenges. To meet these goals,
a design that includes metal end-cap windows, a convection design, and two laser pumping chambers is being
developed at UVA. In the last year, progress has been made in prototyping this target, in particular testing
different glass-to-metal seals which will still maintain high-quality polarization. Additionally, progress has
been made in developing a target chamber and holding coils with < 0.1 Gauss/cm field gradient, which is
also crucial to achieve high polarization.
3.14.3.5 Gas Cherenkov A 600 PMT gas Cherenkov detector to be used for electron identification
is being developed jointly by collaborators at William and Mary, North Carolina A&T State University,
University of Glasgow, and James Madison University. Full-scale simulations and a small-scale prototyping
is completed and the detector geometry has been frozen. Prototyping of the mirror frame and forming the
mirror shape have been completed and development for an LED-based alignment system is also completed.
Fabrication and testing will occur in early 2014. A particularly detailed Geant4 simulation has also been
developed at William and Mary to study light collection efficiencies down to the PMT level.
In additional particular efforts were made to optimize the design of the PMT array, which requires
magnetic shielding. A prototype mu-metal and iron box was produced and tested by North Carolina A&T
State University which will allow for < 10% change of gain in a 30 Gauss environment which was consistent
with expectations. James Madison University will be testing the phototubes to be used and front-end
electronics are being developed by University of Glasgow.
3.14.3.6 Coordinate Detector A scintillator coordinate detector will serve as a hodoscope to determine
the electron position in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter in the GEp experiment. The position
resolution of such a detector will allow for a much cleaner identification of proton elastic events than by
the calorimeter alone by exploiting the specific electron-hadron kinematic correlation. It consists of two
detector planes of 0.5 × 3 × 102 cm3 horizontal scintillator bars split into left and right halves. A set of
multi-anode PMTs from FNAL were donated to Jefferson Lab in 2012 and have been tested by collaborators
at Saint Mary’s University in Halifax for uniformity on gain between pixels. Front-end electronics based
on the NINO discriminator chips is being developed at University of Glasgow. Last summer a prototype
module was constructed and will be used for mechanical construction tests.
3.14.3.7 Monte Carlo The Geant4 and ROOT-based SBS Monte Carlo simulation, g4sbs, included
realizing a fully detailed representation of the experiment geometry. In particular, recent descriptions of the
48D48 magnet coil and shielding, cryotarget, and detector stacks were included. The code is now hosted on
github [2].
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Momentum Values, arxiv:1301.7027
2. Wang, D. et al., Measurement of the Parity-Violating Asymmetry in Electron-Deuteron Scattering in
the Nucleon Resonance Region, Phys.Rev.Lett. 111 082501
3. Pomerantz, I. et al., Hard Two-body Photodisintegration of 3He, Phys.Rev.Lett. 110 242301
4. Wang, Y. et al., A MRPC prototype for SOLID-TOF in JLab, JINST 8 P03003
5. Horowitz, C.J. et al., Electroweak Measurements of Neutron Densities in CREX and PREX at JLab,
USA, arxiv:1307.3572
6. Singh, J. et al., The Development of High-Performance Alkali-Hybrid Polarized He-3 Targets for Elec-
tron Scattering arxiv:1309.4004
7. Camsonne, A. et al., JLab Measurement of the 4He Charge Form Factor at Large Momentum Transfers,
arxiv:1309.5297
8. Katich, J. et al., Measurement of the Target-Normal Single-Spin Asymmetry in Deep-Inelastic Scat-
tering from the Reaction 3He↑(e, e′)X, arxiv:1311.0197
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Detector, Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 728, 92-96
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1. Meausrement of the Neutron Radius of 208Pb Through Parity Violation in Electron Scattering
Kiadtisak Saenboonruang
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2. Short Range Correlations in Nuclei at Large xbj through Inclusive Quasi-Elastic Electron Scattering
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https://misportal.jlab.org/ul/publications/view_pub.cfm?pub_id=12877
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